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A series of experiments was performed to determine the feasibility of genomic

DNA-based methods for ecological and physiological studies of dominant bacteria from

complex natural systems. Two approaches, bacterial chromosomal painting (BCP) and

environmental genomics (EG), were evaluated for the potential to identify and enumerate

specific bacterial groups in situ and to reconstruct the complete genome of uncultivated

bacteria.

Methods which are commonly used to assess microbial ecology questions are

subject to several biases, including enrichment and growth rate effects. BCP is a new

method adapted from eukaryotic cell biology designed to avoid these biases. In BCP,

genomic DNA is fluorescently labeled and used for in situ hybridization to allow

detection of single cells related to the probe DNA at the genus level and below. Initial

studies with cultured isolates showed that BCP could differentiate between closely

related bacterial groups of various types. BCP was used to determine the spatio-temporal



variability in abundance of a dominant culturable bacterioplankton species from the

western Sargasso Sea. The resulting data were used in conjunction with physiological

studies in the laboratory as well as physical and chemical data to form hypotheses

explaining this variability.

Environmental genomics has been used to obtain information about metabolically

relevant genes from uncultured prokaryotes. One of the goals of this approach is the

reconstruction of the complete genome of uncultivated bacteria. To estimate the number

of clones required to obtain the complete genome of a single bacterioplankton with EG, I

used pulsed field gel electrophoresis to estimate the genome size of Pseudoalteromonas

haloplanktis, a common marine isolate. During this analysis, I determined that the

genome of this organism is composed of two large genetic elements. Although multiple

large genetic elements are thought to be relatively rare in bacteria, this result provides a

caveat for research which attempts to reconstruct the complete genome of an uncultured

microorganism from EG clone libraries.

These two methods, BCP and EG, were shown to be useful for ecological and

physiological studies of cultured bacteria. Further, ongoing studies will attempt to merge

these techniques for examining distributions and physiology of uncultured bacteria in

natural systems.
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Development And Application Of Genomic DNA Based Methods For The Identification
And Characterization Of Marine Bacterioplankton

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. SUMMARY

Microbial ecology has followed two parallel paths since the conception of the

field. The first path is synecology, or the study of microbe driven, ecologically relevant

processes and biogeochemical transformations (Ducklow, 1994). The second path is

autecology, or the study of individual bacteria in the environment (Giovannoni et al.,

1995). These two approaches would benefit from a synthesis leading to an understanding

of the specific role of individual bacterial species in the system's ecology. However, the

combination of these two fields has not been possible until recently, with the advent of

molecular biology based approaches to studying microbial diversity and activities

(Giovannoni, et al., 1995). The focus of this dissertation is the development and

application of new methods which can provide information on both the ecology and

metabolic potential of bacterial species. The work presented here is focused on bacteria

in marine ecosystems.

From the synecological perspective, bacteria in marine systems are important due

to their role in elemental cycles. The paradigm of the microbial ioop and its role in
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carbon and inorganic nutrient flux has led to increased study of the function and activity

of bacterioplankton in marine systems (Hobbie, 1993). However, the role of individual

bacterial species and the effect of species composition on ecological processes are not

well understood.

From the autecological perspective, understanding of bacterial diversity has

expanded immensely in recent years. It has long been recognized that the number of

bacteria as detected by direct microscopic counts from marine systems is orders of

magnitude higher than those detectable by cultivation, an observation known as the Great

Plate Count Anomaly (Staley & Konopka, 1985). In the past decade, advances in

molecular biology-based techniques, especially those based on 16S rRNA genes, have

shown that most of the bacteria that do not grow in nutrient media are different bacteria

than those that do grow. These approaches have also shown that there is much greater

diversity in bacteria than previously thought (Giovannoni, et al., 1995). The 16S rRNA

gene provides information about phylogeny, but not physiology, and therefore very little

is known about the metabolic activities of uncultivated organisms. Without

understanding the metabolic activities of bacterioplankton species, it is not possible to

understand their specific functions in the environment or to predict the effect of a shift in

species composition. New techniques are needed to address these questions.

Two main approaches were developed and/or applied in the work reported in this

dissertation. The first method, bacterial chromosomal painting (BCP), was adapted from

eukaryotic cell biology and was designed for the in situ detection of single cells with

species level specificity. The second method, environmental genomics (EG), is a

technique designed to obtain information about the genetic potential of uncultured



bacteria by cloning of large genomic DNA fragments from environmental samples

followed by gene sequencing. lEG also has the potential to allow reconstruction of the

complete genome of uncultivated bacterioplankton. The studies presented in this

dissertation report on the development of BCP as a technique and its application to

samples from a marine environment, as well as work associated with EG methods.

The long term goal of the research presented here is the combination of EU and

BCP. Theoretically, the cloning of large genomic DNA fragments can provide

information about the genetic potential of uncultured bacteria and these same fragments

can also provide material for chromosomal painting probes, which can then be used to

obtain information about the ecology of the same uncultured bacteria. The combination

of BCP and EG can potentially provide a bridge between the synecological and

autecological approaches to microbial ecology.

1.2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF MICROBIAL ECOLOGY, WiTH A FOCUS ON
MARINE SYSTEMS

1.2.1. The discovery of bacteria.

The study of microbiology began in 1676 in the Dutch town of Delft with the first

description of "animalcules" observed through the hand-ground lens of a microscope by

Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (Leeuwenhoek, 1677). After making his initial observations

of microbes in water infused with crushed pepper, Leeuwenhoek observed similar "little

animals" in rain water, well water, snow water, and in sea water. In the context of this

3
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dissertation, it is of interest to note that from the very beginning bacteria have been

observed in marine systems.

After these first glimpses into the microbial world, the field of microbiology lay

dormant until the mid18th century. The work during the 1700's was focused on the

debate about spontaneous generation. This debate was typified by arguments between

Needham, who contended that microbes were an example of spontaneous generation

(Needham, 1748), and Spallanzani, who demonstrated that bacteria arise from inocula

and cannot arise spontaneously (Spallanzani, 1799). The spontaneous generation

controversy was not fully settled until the middle of the 19th century with the experiments

of Pasteur (Pasteur, 1861).

Microbiology in the 19th century generally focused on applied microbiology [e.g.

fermentation, (Cagniard-Latour, 1838; Pasteur, 1857; Schwann, 1 837)1 and medical

microbiology (Koch, 1876). It was not until the end of the 19th and the beginning of the

20th century with the work of Winogradsky and Beijerinckand through Beijerinck the

so-called "Delft School of Microbiology"that general microbiology became a field of

study (la Riviere, 1997).

1.2.2. The Delft School.

The focus of the Deift School is basic research in microbiology, i.e. general

microbiology. General microbiology includes ecology, physiology, taxonomy and

evolution, genetics, and other microbiological research without an applied focus.

Beijerinck was the first of the founding fathers of the Delft school. He and Winogradsky
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developed the techniques and world view that later developed into general microbiology

(Brock, 1961). One of the main contributions made by this first generation of microbial

ecologists was the development of enrichment culturing techniques for the isolation of

bacteria which carry out a metabolic activity of interest. These techniques involve

inoculation of a nutrient medium that is specially designed to enrich for organisms with a

particular physiology with a sample of environmental material (e.g. soil, seawater, etc.).

An example is the isolation of the aerobic "oligonitrophilic", or nitrogen fixing, bacteria

by Beijerinck (Beijerinck, 1901). He inoculated garden soil into a nutrient medium which

lacked a nitrogen source. By using a medium without nitrogen bacteria that could grow

without the need for fixed nitrogen were positively selected, but more importantly those

bacteria that could not grow under these conditions were selected against. Enrichment

culture methods allowed researchers to search for organisms that carry out a particular

metabolic activity, rather than random isolation of bacteria followed by characterization.

Additionally, these methods allowed researchers to work with organisms that may not be

numerically dominant in a system, yet may carry out physiological activities of interest.

In terms of world view, the founders of the Deift School can be considered the

first microbial ecologists. Beijerinck was the first person to describe his work as

microbial ecology:

This approach can be concisely stated as the study of microbial
ecology, i.e. of the relation between environmental conditions and
the special forms of life corresponding to them. In an experimental
sense.. . it leads to investigating the conditions for the development
of organisms that have for some reason or other, perhaps
fortuitously, come to our attention; on the other hand to the
discovery of living organisms that appear under pre-determined



conditions, either because they alone can develop, or because they
are the more fit and win out over their competitors. (van Neil,
1949)

Throughout this dissertation, I use the term microbial ecology as defined here by

Beijerinck, i.e. as either the examination of bacterial species that are present in a system

(autecology) or determination of the role of bacteria in driving a specific activity, i.e.

process level ecology (synecology) (Staley and Konopka, 1985).

The approaches of Beijerinck and Winogradsky were refined and extended by the

next generation of students, most notably by Kluyver. His greatest contribution to general

microbiology was the development of the concept of unity in bacterial biochemistry

(Kluyver, 1924). Kluyver recognized that although bacteria are extremely diverse in their

physiology, i.e. they are capable of utilizing a wide variety of electron donors and

acceptors, they do so through a limited number of pathways that are shared in common (la

Riviere, 1997). This fundamental idea has had broad reaching effects on all biological

fields of research, and has led to studies of "comparative biochemistry". These studies

allowed physiologists to determine the pathways of intermediary metabolism both in

microbes and in more complex organisms, such as animals and plants (la Riviere, 1997).

Studies in comparative biochemistry later developed into the field of microbial

physiology and biochemistry (Brock, 1961). Further development of the concept of unity

in biochemistry later led to a focus on biochemistry as the approach to understanding the

interactions of living organisms with their environment, and through that work, the

current emphasis on molecular genetics and biochemistry. Unity in biochemistry is still

one of the strongest arguments for the monophyletic origins of life (van Neil, 1949). The

6
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first attempts to develop a taxonomy of bacteria were based on comparative biochemistry

(Kluyver, 1924) which even today is one of the main criteria used for description of new

bacteria (Krieg & Holt, 1989). In the context of this dissertation, the importance of

comparative biochemistry is that it also led to the realization that the biochemistry of

bacteria can and does play a major role in the biogeochemical cycling of matter (la

Riviere, 1997).

The third founding father of the Deift School was van Neil (la Riviere, 1997). His

work on the purple sulfur and purple non-sulfur bacteria, groups of non-oxygenic

photosynthesizers, established that photosynthesis can be described as the light-dependent

transfer of a proton from a donor (H2A) to carbon dioxide, and that donors other than

water (e.g. H2S) could be used in this process (la Riviere, 1997). These studies

emphasized the concept of unity in biochemistry. However, van Neil's major

contribution to the development of the Deift School was through teaching. His summer

courses at the Stanford Hopkins Marine Station were attended by many students in many

fields, and through this medium the influence of the Delft School spread throughout the

field of biology.

The Deift School and its proponents have had and continue to have a strong

influence on many fields of scientific inquiry. Examples include molecular biology and

biochemistry, biotechnology, bioremediation, taxonomy, and microbial ecology (van

Neil, 1949). In many ways, the Deift School defines microbial ecology as it has been

practiced for over 100 years.



1.2.3. Cultivation without bias.

The Delft School focused on the study of organisms capable of carrying out a

metabolic activity which is thought to occur in a specific environment. The other aspect

of Beijerinck's definition of microbial ecology is the determination of the role of bacteria

that have "come to our attention, perhaps fortuitously" (van Neil, 1949). The goal of this

approach to microbial ecology is to examine the bacteria present in a system without the

initial bias toward or against a specific activity, thereby determining the ecological role of

the abundant bacteria. Studies of this type are amongst the first marine microbiology

studies (Beijerinck, 1889; Certes, 1884). In marine systems, perhaps the best known of

these early adherents to this approach was ZoBell. He attempted to determine the

abundance of bacterioplankton in marine systems by cultivation (ZoBell, 1941), a method

known as the "viable plate count". The media he developed for these purposes are still in

use today. ZoBell characterized the metabolic activity of the bacteria after isolation

(ZoBell & Upham, 1944). The two main concepts in the approach practiced by ZoBell,

enumeration of bacterioplankton and determination of their roles by unbiased approaches,

are the basis of many of the molecular approaches which are currently revolutionizing the

field of marine microbial ecology and microbiology generally.

1.2.4. Marine microbial ecology.

Despite the pioneering work of the founding fathers of the Deift School and the

practitioners of the cultivation without bias approaches, marine microbiology was not a

8
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well-studied field until recently. This was largely due to a lack of accurate methods for

the enumeration of bacteria in the natural environment which was the greatest constraint

on the development of marine microbial ecology (Hobbie, 1993). The development of

direct counting approaches (Hobbie et al., 1977; Porter & Feig, 1980), as well as the

development of methods for measuring the production and growth rates of bacteria

(Fuhrman & Azam, 1980; Fuhrman & Azam, 1982; Simon & Azam, 1989), has led to a

substantial growth in marine microbial ecology (Duarte et al., 1997). In addition to these

methodological developments, the development of the paradigm of "the microbial loop"

(Azam et al., 1983; Pomeroy, 1974) has also had a profound effect on marine microbial

ecology. This subject is discussed more fully in section 1.3.2 of this introduction.

1.3. THE OCEANS

1.3.1 Background.

The world ocean covers nearly two-thirds of the planet and is at least as important

as terrestrial systems for element cycling (Bolin & Cook, 1983). However, far less is

known at all levels about marine systems than is known about terrestrial systems due to

our inability to see beyond the surface of the ocean without the aid of technology.

Although the oceans are large sinks of elements, the major role of marine systems is in

the active flux of elements between land, air, and sea, between organic and inorganic

forms of matter, and between oxidized and reduced chemical states. For example, the
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oceans are the greatest sink for excess CO2 entering the atmosphere due to human activity

(Bolin et al., 1979).

Much of the flux of certain elements is due to biological activity (Redfield, 1958;

Thingstad, 1993); those elemental cycles which are affected by biological activity are

known as biogeochemical cycles. In aquatic systems, the majority of biogeochemical flux

is mediated through microbes (Azam, et al., 1983; Pomeroy, 1974). The role of microbes

in the cycles of biogeochemistry has come more clearly into focus in recent years.

1.3.2. The role of microbes in element cycles.

The concept of a central role for biological activity in geochemistry originated

with the observation that the ratios of several important elements (carbon, nitrogen, and

phosphorous) in seawater are nearly identical to those in the organisms that inhabit that

water (Redfield, 1958). Thus, the "Redfield ratio" (approximately 106 C: 16 N: 1 P), as

well as the ratios of several other elements (e.g. sulfur, aluminum, oxygen, and silicon),

appears to be strongly regulated by interactions between the chemical and biological

transformations of these elements. The constancy of the ratios of these elements is due

both to the development of life in an environment containing these elements and the

effects of biological activities on the poois of these elements over geological time (Bolin

etal., 1983).

The Redfield ratio established that biology plays a significant role in elemental

cycles in marine systems. However, most studies were focused on food webs involving

macrozooplankton and other large organisms. In the 1970's and 1980's, the microbial
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loop paradigm was developed and turned the focus to microbes (Azam, et al., 1983;

Pomeroy, 1974; Pomeroy, 1984). This paradigm states that most of the biologically-

derived element flow in aquatic systems is through microbes. The idea behind the

microbial loop is that food webs amongst unicellular organisms are much more complex

and active than food webs of multicellular organisms, and therefore more energy and

matter tends to move through microbes than metazoans. Further, bacterioplankton and

heterotrophic eukaryotic microbes act as both a sink for biogeochemically active elements

and a link to the metazoan food chain (Sherr & Sherr, 1988). That is, elements flow

through the microbial food webs until reaching a microbe large enough to feed into the

metazoan food web or they are lost from the system due to respiration or some other

mechanism. The concept of the microbial ioop led to a realization of the critical role that

bacterioplankton play in elemental cycling and flux (Hobbie, 1994). I will focus on the

carbon cycle as a specific example of the importance of bacterioplankton in these

processes.

1.3.3. The carbon cycle and the role of bacterioplankton.

Biological activity plays a particularly significant role in carbon cycling both

within the ocean and between the ocean and atmosphere (Bolin, et al., 1979; Mopper &

Degens, 1979; Rivkin et al., 1996; Thingstad, 1993). Input of carbon from the

atmosphere to the ocean is partially due to biological photosynthetic activity, a process

known as primary productivity. The resulting organic carbon is cycled through biological

activity. This cycling takes the form of conversion into other biomass, remineralization
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through respiration, or removal from cycling by sedimentation. Bacterioplankton are

significant to each of these processes.

Primary productivity is the process of the conversion of inorganic nutrients into

biomass (organic matter) by both eukaryotic (algae) and prokaryotic (cyanobacterial)

photosynthetic organisms. The most abundant elements in this process are carbon,

nitrogen, and phosphorous (Redfield, 1958), collectively known as the major nutrients.

Because of the prevalence of inorganic carbon in aquatic systems, primary production is

generally limited by the abundance of either nitrogen (in the form of ammonium and

nitrate) and phosphorous (in the form of phosphate) (Dugdale & Goering, 1967; Redfield,

1958), or in some cases minor nutrients such as iron (Chavez et al., 1991).

Bacterioplankton play important, and opposing, roles in the cycling of these nutrients.

Bacteria compete with photosynthetic organisms for inorganic nutrients, accounting for

an average of 60% of the total uptake of phosphate and 30% of the total uptake of

ammonium (Kirchman, 1994). The effect of this competition on phytoplankton is unclear

and not well studied. The opposing activity, generation of inorganic forms of nitrogen

and phosphate from organic forms, is better studied. Inorganic nitrogen (mostly in the

form of nitrate) and phosphate are released by bacterioplankton in the process of

remineralization of organic matter (Dugdale and Goering, 1967; Eppley & Peterson,

1979). The recycling of nutrients in this manner is the main process by which

photosynthesizers obtain nutrients. Bacterioplankton can also produce nutrient forms of

nitrogen by the fixation of N2 into ammonium and organic nitrogen forms (Karl et al.,

1997). This is an exclusively prokaryotic activity that over geological time has a
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profound effect on nutrient dynamics (Falkowski, 1997). The importance of this activity

for biogeochemical activity is only now beginning to be recognized (Karl, et al., 1997).

After photosynthetic fixation of carbon into biomass, one possible fate of organic

carbon in the marine environment is conversion to other forms of biomass, a process

known as secondary production. Bacterioplankton account for a significant fraction of

secondary productivity. Bacterial secondary production varies considerably from system

to system, but overall is roughly twice as large as the production of macrozooplankton for

a given level of primary production (Cole et al., 1988). Although bacterial biomass is

usually <20% of the phytoplankton biomass in coastal systems (Ducklow & Carlson,

1992), bacterial biomass can account for greater than 70% of all carbon (two to three

times greater bacterial biomass than phytoplankton biomass) in some open ocean systems

at certain times (Fuhrman et al., 1989). This result seems impossible because bacterial

biomass must originate from phytoplankton biomass, however, it can be explained as

bacterial usage of phytoplankton biomass with a delay of weeks to months. Therefore,

bacterial biomass can seasonally be the dominant carbon pool in marine systems.

Globally, bacterioplankton production ranges from 54% to >100% of primary production

(Ducklow and Carison, 1992).

The second possible fate of organic carbon in the ocean is remineralization back

into inorganic forms. Remineralization leads to the formation of dissolved inorganic

carbon (DIC, CO2 and its products due to chemical interactions with water). If this

activity occurs near the ocean's surface, the resulting DIC is generally lost to the

atmosphere by degassing. However, if this remineralization occurs at intermediate depths

in the water column (i.e. away from the surface region but not yet on the ocean floor), the
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DIC has no opportunity to exchange with the atmosphere until it resurfaces, a process

which can take millennia (Fiadeiro, 1983). Bacteria remineralize organic carbon both

near the ocean's surface and at depth (Bratbak et al., 1992; Smith et al., 1992; Turley &

Macide, 1994). This aspect of bacterioplankton activity has long been recognized, and in

fact is still the main significance given to bacteria in models of marine systems (Ducklow,

1994).

An adjunct to the remineralization scenario for organic carbon is the formation of

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (Kirchman et al., 1983). DOC has recently become the

subject of intense interest because it appears to be a major pooi of carbon in the ocean

(Kirchman, et al., 1983). Bacteria are involved in both the production and consumption

of DOC. Bacteria form DOC by hydrolysis of particulate organic matter through

enzymatic activity (Smith, et al., 1992). Also, DOC is produced from lysis of bacterial

cells by viruses (Bratbak, et al., 1992). However, bacterial production of DOC has only

been recognized relatively recently, and the extent to which these processes contribute to

the DOC pools and flux in the ocean is not well understood. The role of bacterioplankton

in the consumption of DOC has been more extensively studied (Amon & Benner, 1996;

Carison & Ducklow, 1996; Crawford et al., 1974; Kirchman, 1990; Williams, 1970). The

transformation of DOC into bacterial biomass allows this carbon to re-enter the food web

and thereby leads to recycling of this matter until remineralization or removal by sinking

out (Azam, et al., 1983; Pomeroy, 1974). However, some DOC is refractory and is not

utilized by bacterioplankton (Amon and Benner, 1996; Carlson and Ducklow, 1996). The

reasons for the recalcitrance of some DOC is due to its complexity; only about 30% of the

bulk DOC pool can be identified chemically (Williams & Druffel, 1988). Therefore, in
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some cases, the fate of organic carbon is not secondary production, remineralization, or

removal, but conversion to refractory DOC that can have a retention time on the order of

millennia (Kirchman, et al., 1983).

The third possible fate of organic carbon in marine systems is removal from

atmospheric cycling. The process of sequestration from atmospheric cycling is known as

the biological carbon pump and is a significant factor in the role of the ocean as a buffer

for increasing anthropogenic atmospheric carbon (Thingstad, 1993). This process is due

to either sinking of organic particles (Ducklow, 1994) or vertical advection of water

containing DOC (Ducklow et al., 1995). The majority of organic carbon is remineralized

or converted to DOC by bacterial and other biological activity near the ocean's surface;

only ca. 10% of organic particles reach 75 m depth (Ducklow, 1994). Particulate carbon

that is remineralized and DOC that is advected to intermediate depths can be removed

from atmospheric cycling for thousands of years (Fiadeiro, 1983). The tiny fraction of

organic carbon that reaches the sediments can be removed for up to millions of years

(Bolin, et al., 1979). Bacterioplankton play opposing roles in removal of carbon from

atmospheric cycling. Bacteria recycle and remineralize organic carbon near the surface,

thereby placing organic carbon back into the atmosphere on short time scales (days to

weeks). However, bacteria recycle and remineralize organic carbon at intermediate

depths and are a potential source for DOC, thereby allowing for atmospheric cycling of

carbon on intermediate time scales (years to millennia). Bacterioplankton also prevent

the sinking of particles to sediments, thereby acting in a negative fashion on the cycling

of carbon on geological time scales (millions of years).



1.3.4. The role of individual bacterioplankton species.

Bacterioplankton are now widely recognized to play an important role in the

carbon cycle. However, with few exceptions [e.g. Trichodesmium spp. as N2 fixers (Zehr,

1995) or cyanobacteria as primary producers (Giovannoni et al., 1988a)], the role of

individual bacterioplankton species in these processes is not well understood.

Bacterioplankton are generally considered to be a single unit and to act only as secondary

producers and remineralizers in models of marine systems (Ducklow, 1994). Therefore,

the effects of changes in bacterial community composition are poorly understood.

The effect of phytoplankton blooms on ecosystem dynamics demonstrates the

importance of understanding changes in community composition and their effects on

complex systems. For example, Rivkin and colleagues examined the export of carbon in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence during a period with a large change in community composition,

before and after a phytoplankton bloom (Rivkin, et al., 1996). It had been assumed that

more carbon would be exported from a system if the system was net phototrophic than if

the system was net heterotrophic due to increased recycling of carbon in the heterotrophic

system. However, Rivkin and colleagues found that there was greater carbon export after

the phytoplankton bloom, when the system was net heterotrophic, than during the

phytoplankton bloom, when the system was net phototrophic. The community shift

during the bloom led to a change in the mode of the systemnet phototrophic to net

heterotrophicyet shifted the carbon export in the opposite direction than predicted

increase rather than decrease. Because bacterioplankton are so important in marine

16
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ecosystems, bacterial community composition can be predicted to have a similarly strong

effect on ecosystem dynamics.

To be able to predict the effect of community composition on a system, it is vitally

important that the role of individual bacterioplankton species in carbon and nutrient

cycling in the ocean is examined and understood more thoroughly. However, very little is

known about the activity of abundant bacterioplankton species because less than 1% of

countable bacteria grow in nutrient media (Jannasch & Jones, 1959; Staley and Konopka,

1985).

1.4. THE GREAT PLATE COUNT ANOMALY

1.4.1. Background.

Studies of model organisms isolated or enriched from environments of interest

have provided insight into a large variety of different metabolic and biogeochemical

activities that are carried out by bacteria. An assumption inherent in this approach is that

the bacteria that are isolated are the same ones which are carrying out the activity of

interest in that environment, which in turn assumes that all bacteria from that

environment can be isolated in the laboratory. However, the development of

epifluorescence microscopy with nucleic acid specific fluorescent dyes for direct counting

[reviewed in (Kepner & Pratt, 1994)] showed that bacterial counts in environmental

samples are several orders of magnitude higher than observed with viable plate counts

[reviewed in (Staley and Konopka, 1985)J. This observation casts doubt upon the
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assumption that enrichment and direct plating methods are appropriate means of sampling

bacteria from natural environments. Staley and Konopka have dubbed this discrepancy

between plate counts and direct microscopic counts "the Great Plate Count Anomaly", a

melodramatic if apt descriptor.

There are at least three possible explanations to account for the Great Plate Count

Anomaly (GPCA): 1. the cells which do not grow are dead, 2. the cells which do not

grow are the same as those which do grow, but most are incapable of forming colonies on

the media [i.e. low plating efficiency, also known as viable but non-culturable (VBNC)],

or, 3. the cells which do not grow are entirely different from those which do grow on the

plates. The implications of these three possibilities are widespread and different

depending on which of the three is true.

1.4.2. Hypothesis 1: The cells are dead.

If the cells that do not grow are dead, the implication is that the vast majority of

bacterial cells in natural systems are incapable of growth or metabolic activity.

Therefore, these "ghosts" act as a nutrient sink, but do not have any effect on

transformations of matter. This possibility seems unlikely for at least two reasons: 1. as

pools of organic matter, these bacterial "ghosts" should be turned over with time and, 2.

the activity of bacterial cells would have to be several orders of magnitude higher in

natural systems than in culture to account for the level of bacterial production observed

(Ducklow and Carlson, 1992).
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Despite these arguments, some authors have claimed that many of these cells truly

are dead. Heissenberger and colleagues found that as many as two-thirds of all free living

bacteria and one-half of attached bacteria in marine samples showed damage or had no

intact internal structure at all upon observation by transmission electron microscopy

(Heissenberger et al., 1996). However, it is difficult to determine whether these results

are actually due to damage to the cells before or after preparation for electron microscopy.

Zweifel and Hagstrom used an alternative staining method that theoretically

removes excess stain from the cells, thereby only labeling cells containing nucleoids

(Zweifel & Hagstrom, 1995). Based on this technique, they found that only 2-32% of

cells counted by traditional direct counts contained nucleoids, and therefore could be

considered living cells. They claim that the "cells" which do not stain by their method

are actually ghost cell walls and envelopes which remain after viral lysis or protozoan

grazing of cells. However, Choi and colleagues found that some of these bacteria without

visible nucleoids are capable of gaining visible nucleoids upon incubation with nutrients

(Choi et al., 1996). This result implies that the cells without visible nucleoids reported by

Zwiefel and Hagstrom do contain DNA and therefore may be alive.

1.4.3. Hypothesis 2: The viable but non-culturable state.

The second possible explanation for the GPCA is that the cells which do not grow

are in a VBNC state. This result implies that studies of model organisms already in

culture or those which are easily culturable will provide a complete (or nearly so)
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understanding of the specific roles of bacterioplankton. Two main lines of evidence lend

support to this hypothesis.

The first line of evidence is provided by studies of several different marine

bacterioplankton isolates in culture, which were found to be capable of entering a VBNC

state when starved (Jones, 1977; Joux et al., 1997; Kjelleberg et al., 1987; Kurath &

Morita, 1983; Morita, 1985; Roszak & Coiwell, 1987; Tabor etal., 1981). In these

studies, the number of colony forming units (CR1) dropped steadily upon starvation, but

with subsequent addition of nutrients the CR1 rose even when DAPI counts remained the

same. Such observations imply that upon entering a starved statewhich may be the

standard state of such cells in natural environments (Morita, 1 982)cells are unable to

form colonies on plates due to an inability to respond to a rapid increase in nutrients.

These observations also show that many bacterial cells are capable of entering a VBNC

state, thereby implying that this is a potential explanation for the low plate counts

observed.

The second line of evidence that low plating efficiency may explain the GPCA is

the observation that some isolates can be numerically abundant in natural samples, at

least at certain times of the year (Pinhassi et al., 1997; Rehnstam et al., 1993). These

studies were based on DNA-DNA reassociation, a highly specific method that is used to

differentiate closely related bacterial species (Grimont, 1988; Stackebrandt & Goebel,

1994). According to these studies, members of culturable bacterial species can account

for as much as 69% of marine bacteria in one case (Pinhassi, et al., 1997), or ca. 100% in

another case (Rehnstam, et al., 1993). These results imply that bacteria that are members

of culturable species can be abundant in the sample, but still have low viable plate counts.
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Rehnstam and colleagues argue that a possible explanation for this low plating efficiency

is lysogenic infection of bacterioplankton by viruses (Rehnstam, et al., 1993). Such

lysogens could become lytic upon exposure to high levels of nutrients, thereby killing the

cells before they can form colonies. Some support for this hypothesis comes from the

observation that, in some systems, a significant fraction of bacterioplankton are infected

with viruses (Fuhrman & Noble, 1995) and that viruses are abundant in marine systems

(Bergh et al., 1989). However, both virus abundance and number of infected bacteria are

highly variable from system to system (Bratbak et al., 1994), whereas the GPCA is not

(Staley and Konopka, 1985). Other hypotheses, such as inability to respond to high levels

of nutrients or toxins in the media, may also help explain the observations of numerical

abundance of culturable bacteria with concomitant low plate counts.

1.4.4. Hypothesis 3: The cells are different.

The third explanation for the GPCA is that the cells that don't grow in viable plate

counts are actually different than those that do grow. The implication of this explanation

is that studies of model organisms in culture may not provide information that is directly

relevant to natural samples and that the diversity of microbes is sorely underestimated.

There are two main lines of evidence which support this hypothesis, one indirect and the

other direct.

The indirect line of evidence relies on the use of reassociation of total genomic

DNA extracted from environmental samples. Several groups have used these methods to

examine the complexity of DNA both within and between sites (Clegg et al., 1998; Lee &
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Fuhrman, 1990; Lee & Fuhrman, 1991; Torsvik et al., 1990). Within site diversity is

determined by denaturation of total DNA extracted from samples obtained from a site of

interest and measuring the rate of reannealing of that DNA. The more quickly it

renatures, the lower the level of diversity. A similar approach is taken for between site

diversity. Renaturation of mixed DNAs from the sites of interest are denatured and

allowed to renature, and the rate of renaturation is compared to that for unmixed DNAs.

This research showed that there was extremely high diversity within a site. In studies of

soil, Torsvik and colleagues found that a sample of DNA from a single site had diversity

equivalent to approximately 11,200 different bacterioplankton. In the same study, they

were only able to detect 206 different bacterioplankton by cultivation (Torsvik, et al.,

1990). Comparisons between different marine systems by Lee and Fuhrman using a

similar methodology gave similar results. Different sites had very low similarity,

generally < 25%, implying that there is high diversity between sites (Lee and Fuhrman,

1990). Taken together, these results show a much higher diversity in natural samples

than is observed by cultivation, thereby implying that many of the organisms found in

environmental samples are different than those capable of growth on standard media.

The more direct line of evidence supporting the hypothesis that cells which do not

grow in nutrient media are different from those that do grow is the observation of large

numbers of previously unknown 16S rRNA gene sequences in clone libraries from

natural systems [reviewed in (Giovannoni, et al., 1995)]. In this approach, DNA is

extracted from samples collected from the site of interest, and the 1 6S [or small-subunit

(SSU), terms used interchangeably throughout this dissertation] rRNA genes (rDNA) of

the bacterioplankton species are obtained. This is accomplished either through direct
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(shotgun) cloning and screening by hybridization or by PCR amplification with

oligonucleotide primers designed to be either universal (i.e. hybridize to all SSU rRNAs

and rDNAs) or bacterial (i.e. hybridize to all bacterial SSU rRNAs and rDNAs). These

genes are then sequenced and phylogenetic analysis reveals the evolutionary relationships

between the unknown clone and sequences in a database [e.g. GenBank or the Ribosomal

Database Project (RDP)]. Theoretically, this approach should have less bias than

cultivation because the samples are taken directly from the environment and no selective

pressure is placed upon them (Giovannoni, et al., 1995). From the first studies of this

type (Britschgi & Giovannoni, 1991; Giovannoni et al., 1990; Schmidt et al., 1991),

clone libraries from various environments revealed SSU rDNA sequences that were not

similar to the sequences for any cultured isolates. More significantly, these clones were

by far the dominant types found in these libraries. These findings have been corroborated

by multiple researchers using a variety of versions of these approaches in a number of

systems [reviewed in (Giovannoni, et al., 1995) and (Amann et al., 1995)]. Additionally,

oligonucleotide probe hybridization to SSU rRNAs and rDNAs from these same systems

(discussed further in section 1.5.2) demonstrated that sequences unrelated to cultivated

sequences were much more abundant in the environment than sequences from cultured

organisms. Attempts to cultivate these organisms have not succeeded to date. These

results indicate that most bacterioplankton are members of groups that have no cultured

relatives and are themselves not culturable by traditional approaches [e.g. SARi 1 (Field

et al., 1997) and marine archaea (DeLong, 1992)].

These two lines of evidence provide strong support for the hypothesis that the

organisms that are predominant in natural systems are different than those that are found
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in viable plate counts. Additionally, the test of Occam' s razor, i.e. the simplest

explanation is usually correct, appears to fit this hypothesis the best. It seems unlikely

that most of the bacteria countable by epifluorescence microscopy are dead but not

degraded. The VBNC state requires complex explanations as to why some members of a

species, but not others, are capable of forming colonies on nutrient media. However, the

hypothesis that these organisms are different groups requires no special arguments or

mechanisms, but instead simply implies that some species can grow in nutrient media and

others cannot, a fact that is already well proven.

1.4.5. Summary.

The results reported here imply that the hypothesis that most bacterioplankton are

not culturable is the most likely explanation for the GPCA. However, the alternative

explanation of a VBNC state cannot, and probably should not, be excluded. These are

not mutually exclusive hypotheses, and a combination in which some cells in marine

systems are culturable, but have low plating efficiencies, and others are not culturable by

traditional means is probably closer to the truth than either extreme version of these

hypotheses. This concept is further elaborated in chapter 3 of this dissertation.

It is important to note that I do not call those organisms which are found in 16S

rRNA gene clone libraries and not in nutrient media "unculturable". Although these

organisms cannot be cultivated currently, by no means have all cultivation methods been

exhausted. Therefore, I refer to these organisms as "uncultured" or "not yet cultured".

However, these organisms are abundant and therefore must be significant in marine



systems. Therefore, the ecology of these organisms must be elucidated, even if this

cannot be accomplished by cultivation. The next section of this introduction discusses

the most widely used non-cultivation-dependent methods for the study of microbial

evolution, diversity, and ecology: those based on SSU rRNA and rDNA.

1.5. RIBOSOMAL RNA APPROACHES TO MICROBIAL ECOLOGY

1.5.1. Background.

Ribosomal RNA based techniques have provided extensive information on

bacteria that was not available before the advent of these approaches. Evolutionary

information obtained from these methods [reviewed in (Woese, 1987)] is being used to

form a coherent taxonomy of bacteria which is based on evolutionary history, rather than

unstable physiological traits. Such a taxonomy of the bacteria was one of the major goals

of the DeIft School (Stanier & van Neil, 1941), but was given up as a lost cause due to a

lack of coherence and replaced by a determinative (i.e. metabolic) classification system

(van Neil, 1946). Therefore these approaches are providing mechanisms to answer

questions that have plagued microbial ecology since the rise of general microbiology.

Information about the diversity of bacteria and archaea [reviewed in (Pace, 1997)] has

revolutionized our understanding of the complexity and hardiness of life, as well as the

fields of biotechnology, medical microbiology, and other forms of applied microbiology.

The discovery of a much more complex and diverse microbial world has also revitalized

autecological aspects of microbial ecology [reviewed in (Giovannoni, et al., 1995) and

25
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(Ward et al., 1992)]. This section of the introduction will focus on the methodologies of

these approaches, what they have told us about microbial ecology (especially in the

oceans), problems with these techniques, and questions these approaches cannot answer.

1.5.2 Methodologies.

The start of rRNA-based approaches to examine bacterial diversity and ecology in

natural environments is the creation of a clone library from DNA isolated from natural

systems. Methods for collection of cells and extraction of nucleic acids from natural

samples are not trivial, but because these methods tend to vary considerably from

researcher to researcher and system to system I will not discuss them here. Three main

methods have been used to make SSU rDNA clone libraries: shotgun cloning (Schmidt, et

al., 1991), formation of cDNAs from rR.NAs by use of the enzyme reverse transcriptase

followed by cloning (Weller & Ward, 1989), and specific amplification of the SSU rRNA

gene by use of the PCR followed by cloning (Giovannoni, 1991). Because of its ease of

use, relative speed, and ability to work with small amounts of sample, the latter has

become the method of choice for most researchers in this field (Giovannoni, 1991).

Once the clone library is constructed, gene clones in the library are sequenced.

Because of financial and time constraints, it is generally not possible to sequence all

genes in a clone library, and therefore a selection process is necessary. One possibility is

random selection of clones to be sequenced (Giovannoni, et al., 1990). Another approach

is to group the clones into functional taxonomic units by use of restriction fragment

length polymorphisms of the clones, followed by sequencing of one or more
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representative members of each unit (Britschgi and Giovannoni, 1991). Although other

approaches have been used [reviewed in (Ward, et al., 1992)], these methodologies are

most common.

After sequencing, the next step is the alignment of the unknown rRNA gene

sequences to those available from public databases, followed by phylogenetic analysis.

The resulting phylogenetic tree provides information on the evolutionary relatedness of

unknown clones to known sequences. This information is used to determine whether the

clone is from an organism which has been previously cultured, one which has been

detected by cloning and sequencing but has not been cultured, or is new. One of the main

advantages to the use of SSU rRNA genes for phylogeny and molecular ecology studies is

that different positions in the sequences change at very different rates (Woese, 1987).

This variability in evolutionary rate allows virtually the entire range of phylogenetic

relationships to be examined, from all living organisms to individual genera, or in some

cases species. SSU rRNA gene sequences have been used extensively for studies of the

evolution of bacteria and other forms of life as well as taxonomy of cultured prokaryotes

[reviewed in (Woese, 1987)]. These data provide information on the diversity of

microorganisms in a system and can be used qualitatively to show abundance of

particular phylogenetic groups in that system (by their abundance in the clone library).

However, quantitative data about abundance and distribution are not available from

phylogeny.

Group-specific oligonucleotide probes are used to obtain quantitative data about

the abundance of a particular gene sequence, and therefore presumably about the

abundance of the host organism [reviewed in (Amann, et aL, 1995) and (Stahl, 1995)].
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The variability in evolutionary rate for different portions of the 16S rRNA gene allows

the design of oligonucleotide probes specific for virtually any level of phylogenetic

relationships. Probes can be designed for individual phylogenetic groups that are

commonly found in clone libraries and used in several different ways. First, they can be

used to screen clone libraries to determine which clones are members of the phylogenetic

group to which the probe was designed (Britschgi and Giovannoni, 1991). This approach

is useful as both a positive and negative screen, i.e. to find clones that contain sequences

of interest or to exclude clones which are not of interest from further analysis. Second,

these probes can be hybridized to bulk rRNA extracted from a sample or to mixed rDNAs

that were amplified by the PCR. When the signal from such a hybridization with a group-

specific probe is compared to the signal obtained from hybridization with a universal

probe, the relative abundance of that group's rRNA in the sample can be obtained (Stahl

et al., 1988). The information obtained in this way does not provide cell counts, as the

amount of rRNA per cell varies depending on growth rate (Kemp et al., 1993; Kerkhof &

Ward, 1993), and the dominance of a PCR product in a mixture will depend on the ratio

of gene copy number to genome size (Farrelly et al., 1995). However, it is often simply

the ratio or relative change in abundance that is of interest [reviewed in (Giovannoni, et

al., 1995). The third method that uses group-specific oligonucleotide probes, whole cell

hybridization, is one means by which 16S rRNA approaches can be used to obtain cell

counts [reviewed in (Amann, et al., 1995)]. Although whole cell hybridization was first

performed with a radioactively labeled oligonucleotide (Giovannoni et al., 1988), the

more commonly used approach is to use fluorescently labeled oligonucleotides, thereby
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allowing the detection and counting of individual cells by epifluorescence microscopy

(DeLong et al., 1989).

Taken together, these techniques are a powerful combination for examination of

the ecology and diversity of bacteria in diverse systems. Since their advent in the late

1980's and early 1990's, these approaches have provided significant insights into

microbe-dominated ecosystems, especially marine systems.

1.5.3. Marine microbial ecology.

The development and application of SSU rRNA gene-based techniques have led

to unexpected findings in microbial ecology, as well as other fields, that have

revolutionized thinking about individual bacterioplankton species. Four main

observations have been made about marine microbial ecology through the use of these

approaches. First, there are many bacteria in marine systems that do not grow in nutrient

media [reviewed in (Giovannoni, et al., 1995)J. Second, even though there are many

bacteria which have not been cultured in marine systems, relatively few phylogenetic

groups dominate SSU rRNA gene clone libraries (Giovannoni et al., 1996), and these

same groups have a cosmopolitan distribution (Mullins et al., 1995). Third, there is a

stratification in the depth specific distribution of these sequences, implying niche

specialization (Giovannoni & Cary, 1993). Fourth, Archaea, which were formerly

thought to only inhabit extreme environments, were found to be abundant members of the

marine bacterioplankton community (DeLong, 1992). These observations have had a

significant impact on the way that marine ecosystems are viewed and studied.
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Many microbial diversity studies have taken the observation of a majority of

clones falling into clusters with no cultured members as evidence of high bacterial

diversity (Amann, et al., 1995; Barns et al., 1994; DeLong et al., 1993; Pace, 1997).

However, it is important to note that these bacteria do not have unconstrained diversity

(Giovannoni, et al., 1996). Most bacterioplankton are undescribed and their activities are

therefore unknown. Eighty-six percent of bacterial 16S rDNAs cloned from marine

environments fall into eight major bacterial groups (Giovannoni, et al., 1996). Only 25%

of those clones are phylogenetically related to sequence clusters which have cultured

members (the marine Synechococcus/Prochiorococcus cluster and the Roseobacter

cluster). The remaining 75% fall into groups with no cultured members (SARi 1,

SARi 16, SAR86, SAR4O6, marine Gram-positive, and SAR2O2) (Giovannoni, et al.,

1996).

The finding that bacterioplankton fall into eight phylogenetic clusters implies that

although bacterial diversity is higher than previously thought, the numerically dominant

organisms (which must play a significant role in the system) are not infinitely diverse.

From the microbial ecologist's perspective, it is a good thing that diversity is limited, as it

would be impossible to expand from individual measurements to general principles

without this limitation. The observation of limited bacterial diversity is bolstered by the

additional observation that many of these same groups have a cosmopolitan distribution,

i.e. they are found in marine systems from around the world (Mullins, et al., 1995).

Constrained diversity allows hypotheses to be formulated regarding the role of individual

bacterioplankton groups in biogeochemical transformations, especially if the distribution
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of members of those groups can be found to correlate with physical or chemical features

that can provide insight into biogeochemical activity.

A major conclusion to arise from SSU rRNA gene clone library studies of marine

systems is that gene clusters tend to have a depth-specific distribution (Field, et al., 1997;

Giovannoni and Cary, 1993; Giovannoni et al., 1996; Gordon and Giovannoni, 1996;

Massana et al., 1997; Wright et al., 1997). The association of a phylogenetically related

group of organisms with a specific depth implies niche specialization, i.e. one or more

physical or chemical feature(s) of the water column at that depth provides those

organisms with a selective advantage when compared to other depths. It can be difficult

to identify which feature of the water column is providing that advantage unless the

physiology of the organism is already known. However, Giovannoni and colleagues

hypothesized that the SAR2O2 group (related to the Green Non-Sulfur bacteria) may be a

photoheterotroph based on the depth distribution of this group and the observation that at

least one distantly related organism, Heliothrix ore gonensis, is a photoheterotroph

(Giovannoni, et al., 1996). Although this hypothesis could not be tested using rRNA

methods, it does provide a working hypothesis that can be used to assist in the cultivation

of members of this group. Therefore, the observation that bacterioplankton can have a

vertically stratified distribution in the water column may, in combination with physical

and chemical data, provide insight into the ecology and dynamics of bacterioplankton in

marine systems.

The fourth main observation to arise from rRNA gene clone libraries is the

abundance of Archaea in cold, aerobic marine systems (DeLong, 1992; Fuhrman et al.,

1992; Massana, et al., 1997). This finding came a shock; prior to this work it was
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assumed that Archaea in marine environments were limited to anaerobic sediments and

hydrothermal vents (DeLong, 1992). Two major lineages were found to be abundant

members of the picoplankton community (DeLong, 1992). The Group I marine Archaea

are related to the Crenarchaeota (a group formerly thought to consist exclusively of

thermophilic organisms) and the Group II marine Archaea are related to the

Euryarchaeota (a group formerly thought to contain only methanogens and halophiles).

Sequences related to the Group I and II Archaea have been found in a large variety of

marine systems (DeLong, 1992; DeLong et al., 1994; Fuhrman et al., 1993; Fuhrman, et

al., 1992; Stein et al., 1996). Sequences specifically related to the Group I Archaea have

been found in terrestrial soils (Ueda et al., 1995), in association with marine invertebrates

(Mclnerney et al., 1995; Preston et al., 1996), and in freshwater lake sediments

(Hershberger et al., 1996; Schieper et al., 1997). Archaeal rRNA can account for as

much as 40% of the total rRNA extracted from marine systems (Massana, et al., 1997),

and sequences related to the Archaea are most commonly found below 100 m depth in the

water colunm. The widespread distribution of the marine Archaea and their numerical

abundance indicate that these organisms, which were previously unrecognized as

important for ecological function, are significant in ecological processes in diverse

systems.

Ribosomal RNA based approaches have provided significant insight into

ecological questions that were not accessible with culture-based techniques. Despite

these advantages, there are some caveats to these approaches and some significant

questions which they cannot address.



1.5.4 Problems.

The bacterial diversity in marine systems at the gross level is now fairly well

understood (Giovannoni, et al., 1995). However, the role that members of the commonly

cloned phylogenetic groups play in ecological processes is still unclear. There are several

major constraints that limit the functionality of rRNA based techniques for studies of

microbial ecology (as opposed to microbial diversity). The first set are general

constraints that are inherent to the approach. The second set are methodological

constraints, i.e. constraints that depend upon the specific techniques used or the specific

environment to which they are applied.

The most restrictive constraints on the rRNA approach are those that are inherent

to the technique. To circumvent this type of problem, it is necessary to use other

techniques. One example of difficulties inherent in the method is that the physiology of

an organism can rarely be predicted from its phylogeny, and rRNA only provides

phylogenetic information (Stein, et al., 1996; Ward, et al., 1992). Phylogenetically

coherent groups, such as the Proteobacteria, often display extremely diverse physiology

[reviewed in (Woese, 1987)]. Therefore, the biogeochemical role of individual

bacterioplankton species cannot be determined from rRNA approaches alone.

A second problem inherent in rRNA techniques is a lack of specificity. Although

the rRNA gene itself is useful for examining diversity at the genus level or above, it is too

well conserved for studies of bacterioplankton species or subspecies (Fox et al., 1992;

Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994). The lack of specificity goes hand in hand with diverse
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physiology; most of the biogeochemical activities due to metabolic processes are species

specific. It is therefore difficult to study the dynamics of bacterioplankton species with

rRNA-based methods.

A third problem inherent in rRNA techniques is that one gene sequence may not

be a proxy for the species from which it is derived (Clayton et al., 1995; Fox, et al.,

1992). Sequence heterogeneities in different copies of the rRNA gene can lead to a

conclusion of diversity greater than that which truly exists (Cilia et al., 1996). Sequence

heterogeneities between rRNA gene copies have been observed in several organisms with

various methods (Amann et al., 1996; Cilia, et al., 1996; Nubel et al., 1996). Therefore,

these techniques cannot be used to determine species level diversity in the environment.

The other set of difficulties with the rRNA approach are those dependent upon the

specific techniques used. One example of these types of difficulties is that most rRNA

methods determine relative abundance, but do not provide cell counts [reviewed in

(Giovannoni, et al., 1995)]. The amount of a specific product in PCR amplicons is not

only due to abundance, but also the gene copy number to genome size ratio (Fa.rrelly, et

al., 1995). This ratio is unknown for marine bacterioplankton, therefore, no direct

correlation can be made between the abundance of a particular sequence in the PCR

product and the number of starting cells. Methods based on rRNA itself are subject to

bias depending upon growth rate: cells that have a higher rate of growth contain more

rRNA than those with a slower rate of growth (Kemp, et al., 1993). Therefore,

quantitative approaches using rRNA as a target will overestimate the abundance of large,

quickly growing cells and underestimate the abundance of small, slowly growing cells.

Therefore, only changes in relative abundance of sequences can be determined from bulk
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DNA or RNA methods. In situ oligonucleotide probe hybridization methods allow the

detection and counting of individual cells and can provide absolute numbers of individual

cell types. However, in situ hybridization approaches suffer from their own difficulties.

A second example of a methodological difficulty with 1 6S rRNA approaches is

that a cell must be growing relatively quickly, and therefore have abundant rRNA

molecules, to be detected with rRNA based methods. This difficulty is particularly

relevant to bulk RNA hybridization and in situ oligonucleotide probe hybridization

techniques (Amann, et al., 1995). High cell growth rates are not commonly seen in

marine bacterioplankton (Kemp, et al., 1993; Kjelleberg, et al., 1987; Morita, 1982). Low

growth rate, and therefore low rRNA content, is one explanation that has been advanced

to explain the observation that fluorescent probes often fail to label a significant fraction

of bacterial cells in natural ecosystems (Amann, et al., 1995). One approach that is less

subject to difficulties due to low rRNA content in cells is PCR amplification of rRNA

genes. Once again, however, PCR of rDNAs has difficulties of its own.

A third example of methodological problems with rDNA techniques is the role of

PCR bias and PCR error on the accuracy of phylogenetic analysis. The PCR is the most

commonly employed approach for the construction of 16S rDNA clone libraries

(Giovannoni, 1991). PCR bias refers to unequal amplification of templates in a mixture.

Several forms of bias have been observed previously (Suzuki, 1995; Reysenbach et al.,

1992). Tn the study by Suzuki and Giovannoni, high product concentrations were found

to skew the final ratio of products toward rare templates. The question of PCR bias is not

well studied and other forms of bias may exist. PCR error refers to mistakes made during

the amplification of the template. These errors include misincorporation (which occurs at
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a rate of one per 4000 to 5000 base pairs) and chimeric gene product formation

(Giovannoni, 1991). Due to the small size of the 16S rRNA gene (ca. 1600 bp) compared

to this error rate, misincorporation is a minor concern. However, chimeric gene product

formation is a more significant concern. A chimeric gene product is one which is a

product of two or more template molecules. These products have been reported to

account for 4.1 to 30% of clones in 16S rDNA clone libraries (Barns, et al., 1994; Choi et

al., 1994; Kopczynski et al., 1994; Wang & Wang, 1996). If the organisms that are the

source of the 1 6S rRNA gene fragments that compose the chimeric PCR product are

closely related, detection of these errors can be extremely difficult (Robinson-Cox et al.,

1995). The result of chimeric gene products that go undetected would be artificially high

diversity. This problem can be avoided by creation of environmental DNA clone libraries

directly from the DNA extracted from the sample, an approach that has been successfully

used by several researchers (Schmidt, et al., 1991; Stein, et al., 1996; Vergin et al., 1998).

Despite the insight 16S rRNA methods have provided, inherent constraints upon

these techniques, as well as interlocking methodological concerns, have left many

unanswered questions about marine microbial diversity and ecology. What is the

physiology, and therefore the role in biogeochemical cycles, of dominant

bacterioplankton species? What are the physical and chemical parameters that determine

the depth-specific distribution of bacteria in the ocean? What are the physical and trophic

relationships between microbes in marine environments? What is the cell morphology of

the dominant bacterioplankton species? These are the questions that compose the bridge

between autecology and synecology of bacterioplankton, and yet they cannot be addressed

by rRNA techniques.



1.6. OBJECTIVES OF THIS DISSERTATION

The goal of this dissertation was to develop and apply new techniques that can be

used in conjunction with rRNA-based methods to address questions in microbial ecology

that cannot be addressed by rRNA-based methods alone. Two approaches were taken

toward this goal, bacterial chromosomal painting (BCP) and environmental genomics

(EG).

BCP is a technique adapted from eukaryotic cell biology (Carter, 1994; Schrock et

al., 1996; Speicher et al., 1996) based on genomic DNA-DNA reassociation (Grimont,

1988; Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994) (Figure 1.1). Theoretically, BCP can differentiate

individual bacterial cells at the species or sub-species level, localize individual gene

sequences to single cells, and is not affected by the same difficulties as rRNA-based

methods. Chapter 2 describes the development and characterization of this technique and

its application to model cultured organisms. The objectives of chapter 2 were to adapt

this method for use in bacteria and to optimize the experimental conditions with model

organisms. Chapter 3 describes the application of BCP to samples from the western

Sargasso Sea. The objectives of this study were to demonstrate the usefulness of BCP for

determination of ecological parameters for culturable bacterioplankton, such as cell

counts, depth distribution, and correlation with physical and chemical features of the

water column. A secondary goal of this chapter was to determine the specific role of an

abundant culturable bacterium in carbon cycling in the western Sargasso Sea.
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Environmental genomics (EG) is a general term that refers to any methodology

that uses genomic DNA sequencing or characterization to examine bacteria from the

environment. One major application of this approach is the cloning of large fragments of

genomic DNA from mixed samples, screening of those clones with 16S rRNA gene

probes to determine the identity of the source organism, and sequencing of the

surrounding genes to determine the physiological potential of the organism (Stein, et al.,

1996). The

Culture of interest

Isolate DNA

Label with fluor

Digest to small
fragments

BCP

Formalin fix cells

Apply probe, wash, visualize

Figure 1.1. Flow chart of BCP.

Complex population

Permeabilize
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appendix to this dissertation is an example of this approach. Another application is the

cloning and sequencing of the complete genome of an uncultured bacterium from natural

samples (Holloway, 1993). To accomplish this feat, it is necessary to determine the

minimum size of the clone library necessary to obtain a contiguous sequence for a

bacterial genome. The variables needed to calculate the library size are the average

genome size of bacterioplankton, the abundance of the target organism, and the average

size of the clone insert. The objective of chapter 4 was to help define these variables by

determining the genome size of a commonly isolated marine bacterium,

Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis. During the course of this study, we observed that the

genome of P. haloplanktis is composed of two large genetic units, a genome organization

that precludes the construction of a contiguous sequence for the genome. Therefore, this

chapter serves as a caveat to the lofty goal of reconstruction of a complete genome

sequence of an uncultured bacterium.

The overall goal of this dissertation, determination of the ecological and

biogeochemical roles of individual bacterioplankton species, could potentially be

achieved by the combination of BCP and EG. The identity of the source organism for

large insert clones could be determined by 16S rRNA gene sequence. Sequencing of

surrounding functional genes could provide information about the metabolic potential of

abundant marine bacteria. Contiguous DNA fragments could be obtained from the same

library and the complete genome sequence could potentially be obtained. The clones

could then be used as a source for BCP probes, and ecological data could be collected.

Determination of the metabolic potential is the synecological side of this two-pronged

approach, whereas BCP is the autecological side. Future studies combining EG and BCP



for the study of marine bacterioplankton can therefore provide the link between the two

approaches to microbial ecology.
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CHAPTER 2

IDENTIFICATION OF BACTERIAL CELLS BY CHROMOSOMAL PAINTING

Brian D. Lanoil and Stephen J. Giovannoni
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March, 1997, volume 63, number 3, pages 1118-1123
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2.1. ABSTRACT

Chromosomal painting is a technique for the microscopic localization of genetic

material. It has been applied at the subcellular level to identify regions of eukaryotic

chromosomes. Here we describe the development of bacterial chromosomal painting

(BCP), a related technology for the identification of bacterial cells. Purified genomic

DNAs from six bacterial strains were labeled by nick translation with the fluorochromes

Fluor-X, Cy3 or Cy5. The average size of the labeled fragments was ca. 50 to 200 bp.

The probes were hybridized to formaldehyde-fixed microbial cells attached to slides and

visualized by fluorescence microscopy. In reciprocal comparisons, distantly related

members of the class Proteobacteria (Escherichia coli and Oceanospirillum linum),

different species of the genus Bacillus (B. subtilis and B. megaterium), and different

serotypes of the subspecies Salmonella choleraesuis subsp. choleraesuis (serotype

typhimurium LT2 and serotype typhi Ty2) could easily be distinguished. A combination

of two probes, each labeled with a different fluorochrome, was used successfully to

simultaneously identify two cell types in a mixture. Lysozyme treatment was required for

the identification of Bacillus spp., and RNase digestion and pepsin digestion were found

to enhance signal strength and specificity for all cell types tested. Chromosome in situ

suppression (CISS), a technique that removes cross-hybridizing fragments from the

probe, was necessary for the differentiation of the Salmonella serotypes, but was not

required to distinguish the more distantly related taxa. BCP may have applications in

diverse branches of microbiology where the objective is the identification of bacterial

cells.
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2.2. INTRODUCTION

Chromosomal paints are fluorescent DNA probes synthesized enzymatically from

DNA templates. Templates can range in size from single genes to entire chromosomes.

Probes are prepared by randomly digesting templates to small fragments (50-200 bp is

optimal) (Lichter etal., 1988) and labeling the fragments by nick translation with

fluorescently derivatized nucleotides. In situ hybridization of the probes to target

molecules paints the target DNA, with each labeled fragment serving as a single

brushstroke. Results are observed by fluorescence microscopy or flow cytometry.

Chromosomal painting has been used by eukaryotic cell biologists to

microscopically identify specific chromosomes or regions of chromosomes (Lichter, et

al., 1988; Pinkel et al., 1988). Metaphase spreads, interphase nucleii, and whole

eukaryotic cells have been investigated. This method has been shown to be highly

specific for individual chromosomes or chromosomal regions in several eukaryotic

systems, including Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Loidl et al., 1994; Scherthan et al., 1992),

mammals (Lichter, et al., 1988; Pinkel, et al., 1988), and plants (Vega et al., 1994).

Chromosomal painting has been used for cytogenetic analyses (Carter, 1994; Hulten et

al., 1991; van de Rijke etal., 1996), gene mapping (Landegent etal., 1985; Lawrence et

al., 1990), analyses of aberrant chromosomes (Carter et al., 1992; Lichter etal., 1988),

and determining changes in the copy number of chromosomal regions (du Manoir et al.,

1995), as well as studies of interspecies evolutionary divergence (Howell et al., 1994;

Speicher, et al., 1996), chromosome condensation (Scherthan, et al., 1992), radiation
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biology (Pandita et al., 1994), and, most recently, complete karyotyping (Schrock, et al.,

1996; Speicher, et al., 1996).

No applications of chromosomal painting to bacteria have been described.

However, in principle, this method offers a versatile approach for the microscopic

detection of bacteria and the localization of specific genes in bacterial cells. One

potential application is the identification of cells in nature. Fluorescence in situ

hybridization with oligonucleotide probes for rRNAs is now widely used for this purpose

(reviewed in (Amann et al., 1990). Fluorescent probes for ribosomes often fail to label a

significant fraction of the bacterial cells in natural ecosystems, possibly because some

cells are dormant and therefore have few ribosomes, or because the probes fail to enter

some cells. Chromosomes are present in living cells regardless of their growth rate;

therefore, chromosomal painting should be useful for detecting dormant cells. Moreover,

as targets, chromosomes have the advantages that they are not subject to digestion by the

proteases used to permeabilize cells, and are very slow to diffuse because of their large

size.

In theory, chromosomal painting has the potential to be as specific as solution-

based DNA-DNA reassociation. Genomic DNA-DNA hybridization is an important

measure of similarity between bacterial strains, and is regarded as crucial for establishing

relatedness among strains within a species for taxonomic purposes (reviewed in

(Grimont, 1988). In solution-based tests, conspecific strains exhibit greater than 70%

DNA-DNA reassociation. DNAs from cells more distantly related than the genus level

do not reassociate significantly due to the divergence of gene sequences at synonymous

sites. Thus, genomic DNA-DNA hybridization is particularly useful for resolving close
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phylogenetic relationships, and therefore complements the sequence information provided

by conserved genes such as rRNAs.

Here we report the development, optimization, and testing of bacterial

chromosomal painting (BCP), a procedure for in situ identification of bacteria based on

the method of chromosomal painting. The chromosomal paints were constructed from

bacterial genomic DNAs and hybridized to aldehyde-fixed, permeabilized bacterial cells.

The results demonstrate that BCP can be used to extend the principle of genomic DNA-

DNA hybridization to the detection of single cells.

2.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.3.1. Strains.

Escherichia coli AB 1157 was a gift from L. Walter Ream, Oregon State

University. Oceanospirillum linum ATCC 11336, Bacillus subtilis ATCC 6633, Bacillus

megaterium ATCC 14581, Salmonella choleraesuis subsp. choleraesuis serotype

typhimurium LT2 ATCC 29946, and Salmonella choleraesuis subsp. choleraesuis

serotype typhi Ty2 ATCC 19430 were obtained from the American Type Culture

Collection, Rockville, MD.



2.3.2. Conditions.

All solutions were filtered through a 0.2 jim pore size filters, either Acrodisc

(used for growth media; Gelman Sciences, Ann Arbor, Michigan) or Tuffryn (used for

BCP solutions; Gelman Sciences) membrane filters, prior to contact with cells. All

incubations and washes were performed at room temperature unless otherwise indicated.

For the effect of varying specific aspects of this protocol, see Table 2.1.

2.3.3. Cell collection and fixation.

All strains were grown in LB broth except 0. linum, which was grown in marine

broth (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.). Approximately 1.5 x 1 9 to 3.0 x 1 o cells

were collected by centrifugation at 6000 x g in a JA-20 Sorvall centrifuge rotor. Cells

were washed once in lx phosphate buffered saline (PBS; 137 mM NaC1, 2.7 mM KC1,

4.3 mlvi Na2HPO47 H20, 1.4 mM KH2PO4 [pH 7.0]) and then re-suspended in 5 ml of lx

PBS-4% (vol/vol) formalin. Cells were fixed 1 h, washed once in lx PBS, and re-

suspended in 5 ml 50% ethanol with 0.5x PBS. Fixed cells in this buffer could be stored

at 20°C for at least 3 months with no effect on signal strength.
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2.3.4. Preparation of fixed cells for hybridization.

Fixed cells were spotted onto Superfrost Plus slides (Fisher) and air dried for at

least 1 h. The slides were then dehydrated through an ethanol series (70%, 90%, 100%; 3

mm each) and air dried. Slides containing Bacillus sp. cells were treated with lysozyme

(1 mg/mi; Sigma) in lx PBS for 30 mm at 37°C and then washed twice for 5 mm in lx

PBS and once for 5 mm in lx SSC (150 mM NaC1, 15 mM Na Citrate). All slides were

treated with RNase A (100 p.g/ml; Sigma) in 2x SSC for 30 mm at 37°C and washed

three times in 2x SSC for 5 mm. The slides were then treated with pepsin in 0.01 M HC1

(0.0 1%, vol/vol) for 10 mm at 37°C and washed twice for 5 mm in lx PBS and once for 5

mm in lx PBS plus 50 mM MgCl2. The slides were treated for 10 mm in lx PBS-50 mM

MgC12 with 1% (vol/vol) formalin, washed once in lx PBS for 5 mm, dehydrated through

an ethanol series, and air dried. Intracellular DNA was denatured by incubation in 70%

formamide-2x SSC at 80°C. The slides were then dehydrated through an ice cold ethanol

series and air dried.

2.3.5. Genomic DNA isolation.

DNAs were isolated by the guanidine thiocyanate method of Pitcher et al. (Pitcher

et al., 1989), followed by RNase A treatment (100 .tg/ml; Sigma) at 37°C for 30 mm.

Bacillus spp. were treated with lysozyme (50 mg/mI; Sigma) at 37°C for 30 mm
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Table 2.1. Effects of various cell and probe treatments on the specificity and
signal strength of BCP

48

asymbols: -, no or extremely low specificity or signal; +, low specificity or signal; + +, moderate
specificity or signal; + + +, strong specificity or signal; ND, no data.
bSpeciflcity ability to differentiate between closely related species.
cSignal, signal intensity.
d , RNase A treatment; no RNase A treatment.
eNO signal, specificity could not be determined because no signal was detectable.
'Low-stringency conditions: wash 1, 50% formaniide with 2x SSC preheated to 45°C; wash 2, 0.2x
SSC preheated to 60°C. Medium-stringency conditions: wash 1, 50% formamide with 2x SSC
preheated to 50°C; wash 2, 0.2x SSC preheated to 65°C. High-stringency conditions: wash 1, 35%
formamide with 2x SSC preheated to 50°C; wash 2, 10% formamide with 0.2x SSC preheated to
60°C. Very high stringency conditions: wash 1, 50% formamide with 2x SSC preheated to60°C;

wash 2, 25% formammde with 0.2x SSC preheated to 60°C.

Selected gram-negative Bacillus spp.
Specificityb Signaic Specificity Signal

A. Growth state
Log phase +++ +++ +++ +++
Stationary phase +++ +++ +++ +++

B. Lysozyme
0 mm +++ +++
5 mm +++ +++ + +

10mm +++ +++ + ++
15 mm +++ +++ + +++
20 mm +++ +++ ++ +++
30 mm +++ +++ ++ +++
45 mm +++ +++ ++ ++
60 mm +++ +++ ++ +

C. RNaSeAd
+ ++ ND ND

+ ND ND
D. Hybridization

lh no signale - ND ND
4.5h ++ + ND ND
Overnight ++ ND ND
2 days +++ +++ ND ND
3 days ND ND

E. Pepsin
0 mm no signal - no signal -
2 mm ++ + ND ND
5 mm ++ ND ND

10mm +++ +++ +++ +++
20 mm ND ND
30 mm ++ ND ND

F. Wash stringency
Low + +++ + +++
Medium ++ +++ ++ +++
High +++ ++ +++ ++
Very high +++ + +++ +



prior to extraction. DNA concentrations and purities were determined by measuring the

absorbances at 260 and 280 nm.

2.3.6. Probe labeling.

Probes were labeled with a variation of the nick translation method (Kelly et al.,

1970) in which digestion and labeling steps were separated to better control the probe

fragment size. For each DNA preparation, a digestion time series was performed in

which 1 pg DNA was incubated in nick translation buffer (50 mM Tris-HC1, 10 mM

MgSO4, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol {pH 7.2]) and 2 x l0 U DNAse I (Sigma) at 37°C for 0

to 60 mm. Incubation times yielding a majority of fragments in the 50- to 200-bp size

range were then used to digest 10- to 40-pjg DNA aliquots to be labeled for BCP probes.

Fragment sizes were determined by electrophoresis on a 3% NuSieve GTG agarose gel.

In each labeling reaction, 10 jig digested DNA, lx nick translation buffer, 50 jiM

each dGTP, dATP, and dTTP, 0.1 jiM dCTP, 0.1 mM fluorochrome-labeled dCTP (either

Fluor-X, Cy3, or Cy5; Amersham, Arlington Heights, ill.), and 83 U E. coli DNA

Polymerase I (New England Biolabs, Beverly, Mass.) were mixed and incubated

overnight at 15°C. Reactions were stopped by boiling for 5 mm. Labeled products were

separated from contaminants in a Microcon 10 microconcentrator (Amicon, Inc., Beverly,

Mass.) as described in the manufacturer's instructions. Labeled probes were stored for up

to one year at 20°C with no detectable loss of activity.
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2.3.7. Probe preparation (for slides not requiring chromosome in situ suppression
[CISS1).

For each cell spot, 200 ng of probe and 5 jig of sheared calf thymus DNA (Sigma)

were dried in a Speed-Vac concentrator (Beckman). The dried probe mix was re-

suspended in 100% deionized formamide (5 j.t1/cell spot) by vortexing for 30 mm. An

equal volume of 20% dextran sulfate [Sigmaj-2x SSC was added to the re-suspended

probe. These solutions were treated for 5 mm at 80°C and chilled on ice to denature the

probes. Denatured probes were spotted directly onto slides of prepared, fixed cells.

2.3.8. Probe preparation (with CISS).

To differentiate conspecific bacteria, regions of highly conserved DNA held in

common by probes and heterologous genomic DNA were removed by CISS (Lichter, et

al., 1988). Specifically, suppressor DNA (unlabeled DNA from the negative control

organism) was added in excess to the probe, denatured, and allowed to pre-anneal for an

empirically determined optimum duration prior to application to the slide.

For combinations of serotype typhimurium LT2 and serotype typhi Ty2, which

require CISS, probes were prepared as described above except 2 jig of calf thymus DNA

was replaced by an equivalent amount of suppressor DNA. After denaturation as

described above, the probe was immediately cooled on ice and placed at 37°C for 1 h

prior to application to the slides.



2.3.9. Hybridization.

Ten microliters of probe was added to each cell spot, covered with a coverslip,

sealed with rubber cement, and incubated for 2 days at 37°C in the dark.

2.3.10. Washes.

After removing the dried rubber cement, the coverslips were shaken off in wash 1

(50% deionized formamide with 2x SSC, preheated to 50°C; for other stringencies tested,

see Table 2.1) in a Coplin jar. The slides were washed three times in succession in wash

1, at 50°C for 10 mm, at 50°C for 5 mm, at room temperature for 5 mm, and finally at

room temperature for 10 mm. The wash buffer was changed to wash 2 (0.2x SSC,

preheated to 65°C; for other stringencies tested, see Table 2.1). The slides were then

washed three times in succession in wash 2, at 65°C for 10 mm, at 65°C for 5 mm, at

room temperature for 5 mm, and finally at room temperature for 10 mm.

2.3.11. Counterstaining and mounting.

Cells were counterstained with 1 jig of DAPI (4' ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) per

ml (Sigma) in 2x SSC for 5 mm and washed once in 2x SSC for 5 mm. Slides were

rinsed in 0. lx PBS, and air dried briefly. Twelve microliters of DAB CO solution (1,4-

diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane [Sigma]; 2.3% (wtivol) in 9:1 mixture of glycerin-Tris-HC1

[pH 8.0]) per cell spot was added to the slides, covered with a coverslip, and sealed with
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clear nail polish. The slides were stored at 20°C for several months without detectable

loss of signal.

2.3.12. Image capture and processing.

The slides were examined with a Leica DMRB microscope equipped with a 75-W

xenon vapor arc lamp. Images were captured with a Photometrics (Tuscon, Arizona) Star

I cooled-charge-coupled-device camera head with an attached Photometrics Star I camera

controller. Integration times were the same for all images captured for a specific

fluorochrome within a single experiment. Images were normalized with IP Labs

Spectrum versions 3.0 and 3.1 software (Signal Analytics Corporation, Vienna, Va.) to

the same maximum and minimum pixel intensities within each figure to allow direct

comparison between the cell types. Figure 2.3 was subjected to a single round of

sharpening with a 5-by-5 sharpen hat algorithm. Images were converted from a 16-bit to

an 8-bit format and then imported into Adobe Photoshop v. 3.0.2, where figures were

composed.

2.4. RESULTS

2.4.1. Initial optimization of BCP.

E. coli AB 1157 and 0. linum cells were easily distinguished with BCP (Figure 2.1

A and B). After the initial positive result, cell growth phase, lysozyme digestion, kNase
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digestion, pepsin digestion duration, chromosome in situ suppression, hybridization

duration, and wash stringency were all tested for their effects on specificity and signal

intensity (Table 2.1).

The growth state of the cells, i.e. logarithmic or stationary phase, had no discernible effect

on signal strength or specificity. The duration of the lysozyme treatment, which is

required for Bacillus spp. but not for the gram-negative species, was optimized for signal

intensity and specificity. There was a peak in signal strength at 15 to 30 mm digestion

with lysozyme, after which the signal strength decreased. RNase A digestion was

performed to reduce nonspecific background hybridization due to cross-hybridization

with rRNA gene fragments in the probe and was found to increase the signal-to-noise

ratio. An alternate approach, CISS with ribosomal DNA (rDNA) genes to block this

nonspecific signal, did not work as well (data not shown). The time course of digestion

with pepsin was optimized for maximum permeabilization with minimum loss of signal

due to leakage of target from the cell. Pepsin digestion, similar to lysozyme digestion,

had a peak in signal strength, after which the signal decreased. CISS had no effect on

hybridizations among distantly related organisms. However, in tests with S. choleraesuis

subsp. choleraesuis serotypes, CISS was optimized to provide the greatest signal

difference between the two organisms. At least 2 days of hybridization were required to

reach equilibrium, at which point signal intensity reached a plateau. Wash conditions of

medium stringency were chosen for maximum signal with minimum background.



Figure 2.1.
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Composite figure of reciprocal hybridizations between E. coli and 0.
linum (gram-negative) (A and B) and B. subtilis and B. megaterium (gram-
positive) (C and D). BCP and DAPI staining were as described in
Materials and Methods. (A) E. coli and 0. linum cells probed with E. coli
genomic DNA labeled with Cy3. (B) E. coli and 0. linum cells probed
with 0. linum genomic DNA labeled with Cy5. (C) B. subtilis and B.
megaterium cells probed with B. subtilis genomic DNA labeled with Cy3.
(D) B. subtilis and B. megaterium cells probed with B. megaterium
genomic DNA labeled with Cy5. Both the DAPI and the specific
fluorochrome emission images of the same field are depicted. Images at
the same wavelength within each panel were normalized to the same
maximum and minimum pixel intensities to allow direct comparison of
signal intensities.
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2.4.2. Effect of cell wall composition.

To determine the effect of cell wall composition on signal strength, reciprocal

BCP hybridizations were performed on two members of the gram-positive genus Bacillus

(B. subtilis and B. megaterium) as well as the gram-negative bacteria E. coli and 0.

linum. BCP worked well with both sets of organisms (Figure 2.1), although the Bacillus

spp. required a lysozyme treatment not required by the gram-negative species to obtain a

strong and specific signal. In each case, the signal for the target organism was much

stronger than that for the negative control organism. Quantitation of the signal-to-noise

ratio was difficult because of variability in signal and background and differences due to

the use of different fluorochrome labels.

2.4.3. Differentiation of closely related organisms.

Figure 2.2 demonstrates that BCP can differentiate between very closely related

organisms. The two strains of Salmonella used to test the specificity of BCP have 88%

DNA-DNA solution reassociation at 60°C, indicating they are members of the same

species (Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994). CISS for 1 h at 37°C was required to obtain

sufficient specificity in the probe to distinguish between these two organisms. In these

experiments, the signal-to-noise ratio was lower than in other experiments, most likely

due to the removal of many cross-hybridizing fragments from the probe mix by CISS. In

this case also, variability between experiments and between replicate samples made

quantitation difficult.
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A. B
"S. typhimurium" "S. typhi"

DAPI CyS probe DAPI Flu or-X probe

Figure 2.2. Composite figure of reciprocal hybridizations of bacteria related at the
strain level. BCP and DAPI staining were as described in Materials and
Methods. (A) S. choleraesuis subsp. choleraesuis serotype typhimurium
LT2 ("S. typhimurium") and S. choleraesuis subsp. choleraesuis serotype
typhi Ty2 ("S. typhi") cells probed with serotype typhimurium LT2
genomic DNA labeled with Cy5. (B) serotype typhimurium LT2 ("S.
typhimurium") and serotype typhi Ty2 ("S. typhi") cells probed with
serotype typhi Ty2 genomic DNA labeled with Fluor-X. Images were
captured and analyzed as described in the legend to Figure 2.1. A 1 h
CISS step was added for enhanced specificity as described in Materials
and Methods.

2.4.4. Differentiation of multiple cell types in a mixed sample.

To determine whether multiple species could be detected simultaneously with

more than one differentially labeled probe, a mixture of approximately 50% E. coli

AB 1157 and 50% 0. linum was probed with an equal mix of E. coli Cy3 and 0. linum

Cy5 probes (Figure 2.3). The two cell types could be easily distinguished. There was
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some background hybridization of the E. coli Cy3 probe to the 0. linum cells, but this

was considerably lower than the true hybridization signal.

2.5. DISCUSSION

Our initial experiments were designed to demonstrate the principle of BCP with

cultured organisms in controlled conditions, as well as to optimize and simplify the

protocol (Table 2.1). A model system consisting of E. coli and 0. linum (Figure 2.1 A

and B) was used to test the effect of varying several BCP protocol parameters. These

organisms are distantly related members of the same bacterial class (Proteobacteria).

They have rDNA sequences similarities of 85% (Maidak et al., 1997) and are easily

distinguished by differences in cell size and shape. Once a strong and specific signal was

obtained, the method was tested under more challenging conditions, including with target

organisms with less permeable cell walls (Figure 2.1 C and D), those with closer

evolutionary relationships (Figure 2.2), and those in simple cell mixtures (Figure 2.3).

BCP was effective under all conditions tested.

Although BCP consistently allowed the identification of bacterial cells, there was

some variability in fluorescence among slides and among cells on the same slide. For

example, in reciprocal hybridizations between serotype typhimurium LT2 and serotype

typhi Ty2, higher background was observed with the serotype typhimurium LT2 probe

than the serotype typhi Ty2 probe (Figure 2.2). Variability in background, specificity,

and signal strength was also evident in comparisons of replicate experiments (data not

shown).
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Figure 2.3. Differentiation of two cell types in mixed culture by BCP. E. co/i and 0.
linum cells (mixed Ca. 1:1) simultaneously probed with E. co/i genomic
DNA labeled with Cy3 (blue) and 0. linum genomic DNA labeled with
Cy5 (red). Separate images were captured, pseudocolored, and combined
as described in Materials and Methods. 0. linum cells clumped together
in the process of fixation.

Possible explanations for this include variable permeabilization of individual cells and

variation in the completeness of hybridization and washing caused by boundary layer

effects. In future applications of BCP to natural systems, signal variability may pose

problems for accurate discrimination between populations of cells that are closely

related. However, appropriate positive and negative controls can demonstrate the
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of signal strengths for positive cells, as well as any overlap between positive cells and

background. These controls will allow researchers to identify threshold values for the

discrimination of positive signals.

A variety of approaches have been described for the specific microscopic

detection of microbial cells. These include general approaches based on differential

staining or autofluorescence (Wood et al., 1985), as well as techniques based on highly

specific chemistry, such as fluorescent antibodies for cell surface antigens (Ward &

Carlucci, 1985) or oligonucleotide probes for rRNAs (reviewed in (Amann, et aL, 1990).

A major advantage of rRNA probes is that they are applicable to the specific detection of

uncultured species. In theory, two other approaches, in situ PCR and chromosomal

painting, could be used for similar purposes.

Fluorescent in situ hybridization with oligonucleotide probes for rRNAs has been

applied to a wide variety of ecosystems (reviewed in (Amann, et al., 1990). Ribosomal

RNA-fluorescence in situ hybridization provides information on the ribosome content of

cells and therefore can be used to assess cellular growth rates in some cases. However,

the detection of fluorescent signals from these probes requires large numbers of

ribosomes (l0-10 per cell; (DeLong, et al., 1989)); thus, dormant cells may be

undetectable by this method. In applications to natural systems, a substantial percentage

of direct cell counts cannot be detected with universal rRNA probes (Kemp, et al., 1993).

Although untested in natural systems, BCP may be useful for identifying cells that are

either too small or growing too slowly to be observed with rRNA probes. Additionally,

rRNA sequences are most useful for examining phylogenetic relationships at the genus

level and above, due to the high sequence conservation of the rRNA genes (Stackebrandt
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and Goebel, 1994). BCP offers a complementary approach that may be more useful for

discriminating among closely related populations of cells.

In situ PCR, another method from eukaryotic cell biology, has recently been

adapted by Hodson and coworkers for the detection of multi-copy plasmids (Hodson et

al., 1995). In situ PCR may offer some advantages for the engineering of phylogenetic

and functional probes with broad specificities. However, this technique requires a

difficult balance between high cell permeability, to allow the polymerase access to its

target, and low permeability, to prevent the diffusive loss of the product. Chromosomal

painting approaches are less sensitive to the diffusive loss of the signal because the

probes are bound to chromosomes, which are large and diffuse slowly.

For BCP to be of use in natural systems, it will be necessary to obtain large

genomic DNA fragments from numerically significant uncultured bacterial species. One

approach to obtaining such probes is the use of large-insert vectors such as the bacterial

artificial chromosome, fosmid, or P1 phage systems to clone large genomic DNA

fragments from total environmental DNA. In one example of this approach, Stein and

coworkers recently used a fosmid library to retrieve a 38.5-kb marine archaeal genomic

DNA fragment from a marine water sample (Stein, et al., 1996). Whether a genomic

fragment of this size will be sufficient for BCP has not been determined; however,

regions as small as 6 kb have been detected by eukaryotic chromosomal painting (Lichter

et al., 1990).

Chromosomal painting has the potential to augment rRNA and rDNA-based

methods to provide information about specific bacterial biomass and cell counts, cell fate,

bacterial succession, and other issues in microbial ecology. In addition, BCP-like
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methods could determine the metabolic and genetic potential of uncultured and

numerically important bacterial community members by use of conserved structural genes

or operons as probes. Many metabolically and ecologically important functions, such as

nitrogen fixation, bacterial photosynthesis, and carbon fixation, are encoded by operons

that are approximately the same size as the minimum fragment size detectable in

eukaryotic systems. Future research may explore the potential of BCP for the

determination of phylogenetic distance and almost certainly will explore its potential as a

means of linking functional genes to other markers, such as rDNAs, in uncultured

microbes.
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CHAPTER 3

BACTERIAL CHROMOSOMAL PAINTING FOR ECOLOGICAL STUDIES OF
ABUNDANT CULTURABLE BACTERIOPLANKTON

3.1. ABSTRACT

We previously described a new method, bacterial chromosomal painting (BCP),

for the in situ identification of bacterial cells (Lanoil and Giovannoni, Appi. Environ.

Microbiol. 63:1118-1123). Here we describe the application of this technique to study

the ecology and physiology of culturable bacterioplankton from the western Sargasso Sea

(WSS). A total of eighty-six bacteria were isolated from seawater obtained either from

the surface, 250 m depth, or nutrient-amended seawater incubations. Reverse genome

probing was used to determine the ten isolates that were best represented in genomic

DNA isolated from WSS water filtrate collected at two different depths and four different

sampling dates. Five of the abundant isolates were most closely related to members of

the alpha proteobacteria, four to the Gram-positive bacteria, and one to a gamma

proteobacterium. BCP hybridization cell counts were used to determine the depth-

specific distribution of one of the alpha proteobacterial isolates, B 5-6, in the WSS during

two thermal stratification regimes: fully stratified and mixed. Preliminary physiological

and morphological characterization of isolate B5-6 was also performed.
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3.2. INTRODUCTION

Although recognized as important players in microbe-driven, ecologically relevant

processes in marine systems, the role of specific bacterioplankton species is poorly

understood (Giovannoni, et al., 1995). Examples of ecological processes influenced by

bacterioplankton include the formation and dissolution of dissolved organic carbon

(Amon and Benner, 1996; Thingstad et al., 1997), particle flux (Simon et al., 1992;

Turley and Mackie, 1994), secondary production (Ducklow, 1983), biomass formation

(Azam, et al., 1983; Cho & Azam, 1990), and nutrient cycling dynamics (Ducklow and

Carison, 1992). In many models of marine ecosystem dynamics, heterotrophic bacterial

species are grouped together and considered to perform the same role (Ducklow, 1994)

even though differences in carbon source utilization, metabolic processes, and other

biogeochemical activities amongst individual bacterial species are well known (Krieg and

Holt, 1989).

In recent years, techniques based on small-subunit (SSU) rRNA phylogenetics and

oligonucleotide probing, both on blots (Giovannoni, et al., 1995) and in whole cells

(Amann, et al., 1995), have provided an explosion of information about bacterial diversity

and ecology, especially for species which are not culturable by traditional methods.

Distribution data for abundant bacterioplankton groups based on SSU rRNA approaches

have been correlated with physical and chemical data to provide insights into potential

ecological roles of these groups (Giovannoni, et al., 1996; Gordon & Giovannoni, 1996).

These approaches have also been used to assist in the cultivation of previously uncultured

bacteria (Huber et al., 1995) and to aid in examinations of enrichment cultures
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(Santegoeds et al., 1996). However, technical difficulties have prevented these methods

from providing some types of information, such as specific cell counts for many groups

of bacteria and the physiological activities of these groups. For example, bacterial

populations in the stationary phase of growth are nearly invisible to detection methods

based on hybridizations to rRNAs (Kemp, et al., 1993). Only cells with a high rate of

growth have enough ribosome targets to be detected (Amann, et aL, 1995). The need for

sufficient permeabilization of cells to allow probe penetration without loss of signal due

to leakage of target from the cell can also complicate rRNA-based in situ approaches

(Amann, et al., 1995). Additionally, although SSU rRNA genes provide information

about the phylogeny of the organism from which it is derived, little can be inferred about

that organism's physiology from these methods (Fox, et al., 1992).

We recently developed a method, bacterial chromosomal painting (BCP), which

may provide an alternative approach to some of the questions which are being addressed

with SSU rRNA methods (Lanoil & Giovannoni, 1996). BCP is based upon DNA-DNA

reassociation, and therefore allows examination of the distribution of bacterial genera and

species (Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994). Extensive permeabilization of the cells is

permissible, and in fact required, by this method, thereby bypassing difficulties with loss

of signal due to diffusive loss of the target molecule. Perhaps more importantly, BCP can

potentially detect any living cell, even those which are inactive. This versatility results

from the use of the chromosome as the target; all living organisms must maintain their

genetic material, therefore, this method should be able to detect any living cell.

Additionally, the large size of the target results in increased signal from multiple

fluorescent molecules in single cells.
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In this study, we used BCP methods to determine the depth distribution and

abundance of a cultured isolate in the western Sargasso Sea (WSS). Screening

procedures based on reverse sample genome probing (Voordouw et al., 1991), as well as

phylogenetic analyses based on SSU rRNA gene sequences, were applied to isolates and

were intended to maximize the likelihood that the isolate chosen would be abundant

enough to detect in the samples. Correlation of the depth distribution of isolate B5-6 with

physical and chemical data available from the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS)

study was used to form hypotheses about the ecological role of this isolate. This study is

the first application of BCP approaches to natural environments and demonstrates the

utility of these methods for microbial ecology applications.

3.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.3.1. Isolation and growth of culturable bacterioplankton.

Bacterioplankton cultures were obtained from two sources: direct plating of

seawater from either 5 m or 250 m depth at Hydrostation S (32° 10' N, 64° 29' W) in the

western Sargasso Sea, or from nutrient amended seawater incubations (NASW) from the

same site. Water was collected in Niskin bottles and transported in acid-cleaned, sterile,

polycarbonate bottles to the laboratory. All media ingredients were obtained from Difco

(Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Michigan).

For direct plating, seawater (100 .tl) was plated on each of four concentrations of

R2A seawater (R2ASW) agar (Suzuki et al., 1997): full strength, 1:10 concentration,
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1:100 concentration, and 1:1000 concentration. Plates were incubated for 48 to 72 h at

the collection temperature. The most common colony morphotypes, as well as several

less common morphotypes, were picked from the plates and restreaked on to the same

concentration of R2ASW agar. Isolates were picked into stabs of the same concentration

of R2ASW for transport to Oregon. After restreaking cultures, single colonies were

picked into liquid R2ASW at the appropriate concentration, and after growth to saturation

were frozen in the presence of DMSO (7%, vol/vol).

The isolates from the NASW were obtained in conjunction with a separate

experiment, which was performed essentially as described by Carlson and Ducklow

(Carison and Ducklow, 1996). Briefly, seawater either from the surface or 250 m was

gravity filtered through a 0.2 pm Nucleopore Membra-fil filter to remove particles.

Filtered water was inoculated with unfiltered water from each depth in various

combinations. The combinations tested were: a) surface filtrate inoculated with surface

water, b) 250 m filtrate inoculated with 250 m water, and c) 250 m filtrate inoculated with

surface water. Carbon in the form of glucose (10 jiM), nitrogen in the form of

ammonium (1 jiM), and phosphate (0.1 jiM) were added to each combination in four

different treatments: 1) no additions, 2) carbon added, 3) nitrogen and phosphate added,

and 4) carbon, nitrogen, and phosphate added. After 36 h incubation in the dark at the

seawater collection temperature, samples (100 p1) were incubated on four dilutions of

R2ASW agar and colonies picked as above. Cells isolated from the NASW experiment

and from direct plating were treated identically.

Isolates were named according to their source [direct plating (B) or NASW (C)],

their depth of origin (5 or 250), and a number indicating the order in which they were
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picked. Additionally, the C strains were given a number which indicates the inoculum

source [surface (5) or deep water (250)]. All isolates were capable of recovery from stab

cultures or frozen stocks, except isolates B250-13 and B5-21, both of which were lost

(although B250-13 was retained through part of the experimental process, see Figure 3.1).

After two rounds of growth, all cultures were capable of growth on full strength R2ASW,

and all subsequent experiments were cathed out in this medium.

3.3.2. PCR amplification of small subunit (SSU) rRNA genes.

Genomic DNA was obtained from each isolate by the guanidine thiocyanate

method of Pitcher, et al. (Pitcher, et al., 1989), with modifications as described by Lanoil

and Giovannoni (Lanoil and Giovannoni, 1996). SSU rRNAs were amplified from

individual genomic DNAs by the PCR using two general bacterial SSU rDNA primers

(27F and 1 522R, Table 3.1) as described previously (Giovannoni, 1991; Giovannoni, et

al., 1996). PCR products were cleaned with QlAquick PCR purification columns

(Qiagen, Chatsworth, California) by the manufacturer's instructions and subsamples were

examined by electrophoresis through agarose (1%, wtivol) to ensure the products were of

full length and equivalent concentrations.

3.3.3. Identification of bacterial isolates by oligonucleotide probing.

PCR product (10 j.ii) was alkaline denatured and adsorbed to a Zetaprobe membrane

(BioRad, Hercules, California) with the aid of a dot blot manifold (Schleicher and
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Schuell, Keene, New Hampshire). DNA was fixed to the membrane by drying at 80°C

under vacuum for 15 mm followed by crosslinking by exposure to UV light (1200 i.J).

Blots were hybridized in buffer (1 mM EDTA, 0.25 M Na2HPO4, 7% sodium dodecyl

sulfate, pH 7.2) containing radiolabeled oligonucleotide probe (ca. 50 ng) as described

previously (Giovannoni, et al., 1996; Gordon and Giovannoni, 1996). Stringency washes

were carried out at the empirically determined Tm of the probes (data not shown).

Following hybridization, signal was detected with a Phosphorlmager and quantified with

IMAGEQUANT software (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, California).

Hybridization values that were at least 10 fold above the negative control

(Escherichia coli SSU rDNA PCR product) and at least ½ of the positive control (cloned

environmental SSU rDNA PCR products previously shown to hybridize to the

oligonucleotide probe) were scored as positive (data not shown).

3.3.4. Identification of bacterial isolates by sequencing and phylogenetic
analyses.

SSU rRNA PCR products were sequenced using either an Applied Biosystems

373A or 377 automated DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City,

California) with dye terminator chemistry. One of two primers was used to obtain initial

sequence; 27F or 519R (Table 3.1). One isolate, B5-6, was fully sequenced bi-

directionally using universal and bacterial primers as described previously (Giovannoni,

1991). Nearest neighbors for each sequence were determined from the GenBank



(Benson et al., 1998) and Ribosomal Database Project [RDP, (Maidak, et al., 1997)]

databases with the programs gapped-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) and SIMRANK,

respectively.
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Table 3.1. Oligonucleotide probes used in this study.

Name Probe sequence (5'-3') E. coli Reference
numbering

27F AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG 8-27 (Giovannoni,
1991)

338R GCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT 338-355 (Amann et al.,
1990)

51 9R GWATTACCGCGGCKGCTG 5 19-536 (Giovannoni, et
al., 1990)

926R CCGTCAATTCMTTTRATTTT 927-942 (Giovannoni, et
al., 1988)

1522R AAGGAGGTGATCCANCCRCA 1522-1541 (Giovannoni,
1991)

SAR11G1 CCTGTGAAGGCTTATTCAGTATT 171-193 (Field, et al.,
1997)

SARi 1D4 AATGTTAGTAACTAAACGTAGGG 1113-1135 (Field, et al.,
1997)

SARi 1B2 CGGGCTCATCTTTCGGC 220-236 (Field, et al.,
1997)

SARi 1B3 CTCTTCGCDTCTCAYTGTAAGT 1244-1265 (Field, et al.,
1997)

SARi 1A1 AAGCTTCTCCGTAAAGACTTAT 179-209 (Field, et al.,
1997)

SAR4O6R AAGGATCCGCTGCATTATTCG 176- 188 (Gordon and
Giovannoni,
1996)

SAR2O2BR AGGGTGGTTACTCACACGC 122-138 (Giovannoni, et
al., 1996)

SAR86R CTCCCGAAGGAGGTATA 178-194 (Rappe' et al.,
1997)

SAR83R CTAATCTAACGCGGGCC 23 1-247 (Rappe', et al.,
1997)

AMACR TCCACTCCCCTCTCCAAG 657-674 (Connon, 1998)
Vib 1 274R TACCACGCACTTTTTGGGATTCGCT 1274-1296 This study
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Sequences were initially aligned to their nearest neighbor by the program ARB,

provided by Wolfgang Ludwig and Oliver Strunk (Technische Universität München,

Munich, Germany). The sequences were further manually aligned to sequences obtained

from the GenBank database using the Genetic Data Environment (GDE) v. 2.0 sequence

analysis software package supplied by Steve Smith (Millipore Corporation, Bedford,

Massachusetts), as described previously (Rappe' et al., 1995). Phylogenetic inference and

evolutionary distance calculation were performed as described previously (Rappe', et al.,

1995). Regions of ambiguous alignment were excluded from analyses.

3.3.5. Oligonucleotide probes.

Previously described oligonucleotide probes to several groups were used to

determine the phylogenetic affiliation of the isolates (Table 3.1). Two previously

undescribed probes were used in this work: AMACR and Vibl274R (Table 3.1). The

probe AMACR was designed to be specific for the cultured isolate Alteromonas

macleodii (Connon, 1998). The probe Vibl274R was designed to specifically hybridize

to Vibrio spp. These probes were designed with the program ARB. The specificity of

Vibl274R and AMACR was determined with the program CHECKPROBE, available

from the RDP (Maidak, et al., 1997), and was also tested empirically (data not shown).



3.3.6. Reverse genome probing and analysis.

The concentration of genomic DNA from each isolate was determined by

comparison to a standard after electrophoresis in agarose (1%) as well as by the

absorbance at 260 nm. An equivalent amount (Ca. 200 ng) of each DNA was blotted as

described for the SSU rRNA PCR products. Environmental genomic DNA was extracted

from particles collected at the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series station (BATS, 31 °40' N

latitude, 64° 10' W longitude) at four time points (March, 1992; June, 1992; September,

1993; and January, 1994) and two depths (surface and 200 m) as previously described

(Giovannoni et al., 1990). These DNAs, as well as genomic DNA from Escherichia coli,

were labeled with [a-32P] dCTP (NEN Life Science Products, Boston, Massachusetts)

using a random prime labeling kit (United States Biochemical, Cleveland, Ohio) by the

manufacturer's instructions. Each heat denatured probe (50 ng) was hybridized to the

target blot individually as described previously (Ausubel et al., 1988).

Following hybridization, signal was detected with a Phosphorlmager and

quantified with IMAGEQUANT software. The signal strength between hybridizations

was compared by determination of the signal for each isolate relative to the signal

strength of the positive control after subtraction of the signal from the negative control (E.

coli). The differences between different probes were minor, therefore the average relative

hybridization signal was determined for each isolate for all eight labeled DNAs. The ten

isolates that had the strongest hybridization signals, i.e. for which the average

hybridization signal was more than 2 times greater than the signal average for all isolates

were chosen for further study (Figure 3.1 B).
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3.3.7. BCP hybridization to natural samples.

Water samples were collected at the BATS site in acid-cleaned Niskin bottles (30

L). Cells were concentrated from subsamples (1 L) by filtration on to 47 mm diameter,

0.2 pm pore size PCTE membranes (Poretics, Livennore, California) with an inline filter

unit (Gelman Sciences, Ann Arbor, Michigan). Cells were re-suspended in the residual

seawater in the filter unit (ca. 8 ml) by vortexing. One-tenth volume of 37%

fonnaldehyde was added to the concentrated cells and the samples were placed at 4°C for

at least 1 h prior to processing. Fixed, concentrated cells were pelleted by centrifugation

at 25,000 x g and re-suspended in lx PBSIEtOH (1:1) for long term storage at 20°C.

This collection protocol allowed retrieval of approximately 50-75% of cells (data not

shown). One additional sample (surface water, September, 1997) was collected by

tangential flow filtration as described previously (Giovannoni, et al., 1990), followed by

fixation as above.

Genomic DNA from E. coli and isolate B5-6 was extracted and labeled with Cy3-

dUTP (Amersham, Arlington Heights, Illinois) as described previously (Lanoil and

Giovannoni, 1996). Briefly, extracted genomic DNA was labeled using the nick

translation method and the probe size was optimized by digestion with DNAse I after the

initial labeling reaction. The probe was cleaned by precipitation followed by one wash in

70% EtOH.

Pretreatments, hybridizations, and washes were carried out as described

previously (Lanoil and Giovannoni, 1996). Briefly, cells were immobilized on slides and

exposed to a series of treatments designed to permeabilize the cells without loss of cell
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structure. Intracellular DNA was denatured by means of heating in the presence of

formamide, followed by dehydration in cold EtOH to prevent renaturation. The probe

was dried and re-suspended in a hybridization buffer with excess, sonicated, salmon

sperm DNA to prevent non-specific hybridization. The probe solution was applied

directly to slides and allowed to hybridize for two days. Cells were washed at high

stringency by incubations at high temperature and/or in the presence of formamide. Cells

were counterstained with DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Sigma, 1 jig/mi) and

mounted as previously described (Lanoil and Giovannoni, 1996).

3.3.8. Image analysis, cell counting, and statistics.

Slides were examined with a Leica DMRB microscope equipped with a 75-W

xenon vapor arc lamp. Images were captured with a Star I cooled charge-coupled-device

camera head with an attached Star I camera controller (Photometrics, Tuscon, Arizona).

Image analysis was performed using IP Labs Spectrum software, version 3.1 (Scanalytics

Corporation, Fairfax, Virginia). Figure 3.3 A was converted from a 16 bit to an 8 bit

format and imported into Adobe Photoshop v. 3.0, where the final composite image was

composed.

At least 15 fields and 500 cells were counted for each sample. Images were

processed to remove background, reduce the number of autofluorescent cells counted, and

to ensure that only DAPI-stained cells were counted. Three images were captured for

each field examined; DAPI emission, fluorescein emission, and Cy3 emission. The steps

in the image processing scheme were scripted so that all fields received identical
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processing. First, the Cy3 image was treated to flatten the field (i.e. discontinuities in

background intensity were removed) by background subtraction followed by division

with a uniformly lit image. Next, the fluorescein image was doubled in intensity and

subtracted from the Cy3 image to remove autofluorescent cells from analysis and the

contrast was adjusted in the Cy3 image. The DAPI image was then contrasted and

sharpened with a single pass of a 5 x 5 sharpen hat algorithm. The DAPI-stained cells in

the field were counted by eye. A segmentation mask was created in the DAPI image with

the aid of an intensity histogram and then this mask was transferred to the Cy3 image, so

that only Cy3 positive regions which correlated with DAPI stained cells were counted.

Confidence intervals (95%) were determined with the RISKDIFF option in SAS

v. 6.12 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina) by assuming exact binomial

distributions of pooled proportions for each sample. With this assumption, the

confidence intervals obtained may be too small if there is clumping of the proportion of

positive cells. However, little evidence of this problem was observed in the data (data not

shown).

3.3.9. Physical and chemical data.

Data were collected at the BATS station for cruise number 108 (September 12,

1997) and 112 (January 13, 1998). Temperature and salinity were measured with a Sea-

Bird (Bellevue, Washington) SBE 9+ CTD (conductivity, temperature, and depth) device.

02 levels were measured using an automated UV endpoint detection system (designed by

R.T. Williams, Scripps Institute of Oceanography). Chlorophyll a levels were measured



using a Turner Designs (Sunnyvale, California) fluorometer. Nitrate levels were

measured using a colorimetric assay (Strickland & Parsons, 1968) which measures the

sum of nitrate and nitrite concentrations.

3.3.10. Descriptive and physiological characterization of isolate B5-6.

Cell size was determined under phase contrast microscopy by comparison to an

ocular grid which had been calibrated with a stage micrometer. The colony morphology

was examined after growth (36 h, 25°C) on R2ASW agar. Anaerobic growth was

determined by the ability of the isolate to grow on R2ASW agar in a sealed container

made anaerobic with BBC GasPaks as recommended by the manufacturer (Becton-

Dickinson, Cockeysville, Maryland). Growth at various temperatures was evaluated by

the ability to form colonies on R2ASW agar after 3 d at the indicated temperatures (Table

3.3).

To examine photoheterotrophic growth, a 2 d old culture of isolate B5-6 was

diluted in liquid R2ASW (1:25) and placed in three different light regimes: full dark,

ambient room light, and bright light. The cultures were incubated (30°C), and the

absorbance at 660 nm wavelength of light was followed over time. Rhodobacter

sphaeroides was grown under the same conditions in Van Neil's Yeast Agar (contains;

1.0 g K2HPO4, 0.5 g MgSO4, 10 g yeast extract; and 20 g agar per L tap water) as a

positive control. Photoheterotrophic growth was assessed as either an increase in

doubling time or an increase in final optical density in the presence of lightwhen

compared to darkincubated cells.
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DMSP (dimethylsulfoniopropionate) degradation was evaluated essentially by the

method of deSouza and Yoch (deSouza & Yoch, 1995). Briefly, DMSP (5 mM) was

added from a sterile stock to an overnight culture of isolate B5-6 and the culture was

incubated (5 h) at 30°C to induce putative DMSP lyases. Cells were harvested by

centrifugation and re-suspended in sterile seawater and DMSP (2.5 mM) was added. The

suspension was transferred to serum vials and sealed with Teflon-lined butyl rubber

stoppers and aluminum crimp seals. Dimethyl sulfide production was monitored using a

Shimadzu GC-8A gas chromatograph with a flame ionization detector throughout the

incubation (15 h, 30°C). The gas chromatograph was fitted with a Poropak R column (Ca.

1.1 m long) and maintained at 170°C with argon as the carrier gas. A commercial stock

of methyl sulfide (Sigma) was used as a standard.

3.3.11. Accession numbers.

Nucleotide sequences were filed in Genbank under the following accession

numbers: B5-6c, AF076897; B5-6d, AF076898; B5-7, AF076889; B5-20, AF076888;

B250-9, AF076891; B250-15a, AF076896; B250-16, AF076892; B250-17a, AF076893;

B250-17b Y, AF076895; B250-17b 0, AF076894; B250-22b, AF076890.



3.4. RESULTS

3.4.1. Isolation of culturable bacterioplankton.

To obtain representative members of the culturable bacterioplankton community

at BATS, seawater samples collected from several different conditions were inoculated

and incubated on nutrient media. Eighty-six different colonies, representing the most

common colony morphotypes, were chosen for further study. Thirty-one of these isolates

were from NASW incubations, 23 were from direct plating of surface water, and 32 were

from direct plating of 250 m water.

The isolates were characterized by PCR amplification of their S SU rRNA genes

followed by either sequencing, oligonucleotide probe hybridization, or a combination of

these two methods. The most common isolates were closely related to one of two groups

of frequently isolated marine heterotrophs, Alteromonas macleodii or Vibrio spp. (Table

3.2). This observation was especially true for the NASW incubation isolates; all 31 of

these isolates were related to either A. macleodii or Vibrio spp.

The isolates obtained by direct plating of seawater were more diverse (Table 3.2).

Only 24 of the 55 isolates obtained were related to either Vibrio spp. or A. macleodii.

Five of the isolates were identified as related to the Roseobacter dade by oligonucleotide

probing. The remaining 26 isolates did not hybridize to any of the oligonucleotide probes

used. Some of these unidentified isolates were later identified by partial sequencing of

their SSU rRNA genes (Table 3.3). We screened the isolates to determine if any were
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aB: Strain is derived from direct plating; C: Strain is derived from NASW experiment.
bPOSjtiOfl: Row and column position of genomic DNA from isolate in Figure 3.1 .A.
cPhylogenetic position as determined by 1 6S rRNA group specific oligonucleotide probes or nearest neighbor
analysis by the GAP-BLAST (Genbank database) or SIMRANK (Ribosomal Database Project) programs.
ND = no data, NA= not applicable.
dMethod by which phylogenetic affiliation was inferred. P = l6S rRNA group specific probe hybridized to
PCR amplicons of 16S rRNA genes, S = l6S rRNA gene sequence data, ND = no data, NA = not applicable
elsolates which hybridize strongly to environmental genomic DNA from the BATS site (Fig IA).
B25O-17b was a mixture of two colonies, later separated and designated B250- l7b Y (yellow colony) and
B250-17b 0 (orange colony).

Table 3.2. Phylogenetic affiliation of the nearest neighbor and position on dot blot
(Fig 3.1 A) of BATS isolates.

Stina Posjtlonh Phylogenetic postionc Methodd Strain Position Phylogentic postion Method
B5-1 Al Vibrio P B250-5 D12 Alteromonas P
B5-2 A2 Alteromonas P. S B250-6 El Alteromonas P
B5-3 A3 ND ND B250-7 E2 Alteromonas P
B5-4 A4 ND ND B250-8a E3 ND ND
B5-5 AS Roseobacter dade P B250-8b E4 Alteromonas P
B56e A6 Roseobacter dade P. S B25o9e E5 Hyphomonas S
B57e A7 Halomonas S B250-lO E6 Alteromonas P
B5-8 A8 ND ND B250-1l E7 Alteromonas P
B5-9 A9 ND ND B250-12 E8 Alteromonas P
B5-lOa AlO ND ND B25013c E9 ND ND
B5-iOb All ND ND B250-14 ElO Alteromonas P
B5-ll Al2 ND ND B250l5ae ElI Gram-positive S
B5-12 Bi ND ND B250-15b El2 ND ND
B5-13 B2 ND ND B25Ol6e Fl Erythrobacter S
B5-l4a B3 ND ND B250l7ae Gordona S
B5-14b B4 ND ND B250-l7b F3 GordonalAgrococcus S
B5-15 B5 Alteromonas P B250-18 F4 Roseobacter dade P
B5-17 B6 Erythromicrobium S B250-19 F5 Vibrio P
B5-18 B7 ND ND B250-20 F6 Alteromonas P
B5-19 B8 ND ND B250-21 F7 Alteromonas P
B52Oe B9 Paracoccus S B250-22a F8 Aiteromonas P
B5-22 BlO ND ND B25022be F9 Roseobacter dade P, S
C5-1 Bil Alteromonas P. S B250-23 FlO Alteromonas P
C5-2 Bl2 Aiteromonas P,S B250-24 Fli Alteromonas P
C5-3 Cl Alteromonas P. S B250-25 F12 Alteromonas P
C5-4 C2 Alteromonas P. S B250-26 Gl ND ND
C5-5 C3 Alteromonas P B250-27 G2 Alteromonas P
C5-6 C4 Alteromonas P C250.5-la G3 Vibrio P, S
C5-7a CS Aiteromonas P C250.5-lb G4 Vibrio F, S
C5-7b C6 Alteromonas P C250.5-2 05 Vibrio F, S
C5-7c C7 Alteromonas P C250.5-3 06 Vibrio P, S
C5-8 C8 Alteromonas P C250.5-4 07 Alteromonas P, S
C5-9 C9 Alteromonas P C250.5-5 08 Vibrio P, S
CS-b ClO Alteromonas P C250.5-6 09 Alteromonas p, S
CS-ha Cli Alteromonas P C250.250-1 010 Vibrio P, S
C5-llb Cl2 Alteromonas P C250.250-2 Gil Vibrio P, S
C5-12 Dl Alteromonas P C250.250-3a 012 Vibrio F, S
C5-13 D2 Alteromonas P C250.250-3b Hi Vibno P, S
C5-14 D3 Alteromonas P E. ccli H3 NA NA
C5-15 D4 Alteromonas P B42-0 H4 NA NA
C5-16 D5 Alteromonas P B42-200 H5 NA NA
C5-17 D6 Alteromonas P B45-0 H6 NA NA
B250-1 D7 Alteromonas P B45-200 H7 NA NA
B250-2a D8 Alteromonas P B60-0 H8 NA NA
B250-2b D9 Alteromonas P B60-200 H9 NA NA
B250-3 Di0 Alteromonas P B64-0 HlO NA NA
B250-4 Dii Alteromonas P B64-200 Hil NA NA
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aphylogenetic groupings sensu Woese.
bSiJ1thty was determined from alignments of approximately 500 nucleotides for
all but strain B5-6, which was determined from 1256 nucleotides.
cSequences for B250-17a and B250-17b 0 are identical for the bases included in
the mask.

members of the SARi 1, SAR86, SAR4O6, or SAR2O2 clades. These groups are

commonly found in SSU clone libraries from the ocean [reviewed in

(Giovannoni, et al., 1995)], but no close relatives of these groups have yet been grown in

culture. As expected, no isolates hybridized to oligonucleotide probes for these groups.

3.4.2. Screening of isolates for numerical abundance in the western Sargasso
Sea.

Counting of hybridization positive cells requires extensive computational time

and human hours. Those cells which are abundant are easier to find, and therefore to

Table 3.3. Evolutionary similarities to the nearest neighbor of cultured isolates that
exhibited strong hybridization to environmental genomic DNA.
Sequencing and analysis were performed as described in the Materials and
Methods.

Strain Nearest Neighbor Phylogenetic groupa Similarityb

1. B5-6 strain LFR a-proteobacteria 0.918
2. B5-7 Halomonas meridiana y-proteobacteria 0.995
3. B5-20 Paracoccus aminophilus a-proteobacteria 0.976
4. B250-9 Hyphomonas sp. str. MHS3 a-proteobacteria 0.964
6. B250-15a Salinicoccus roseus Gram-positive 0.856
7. B250-16 Erythrobacter ion gus str. a-proteobacteria 0.943

OChiOl
8. B25017aC Gordona rubropertinctus Gram-positive 0.973
9a. B250-l7bY Agrococcus jenensis Gram-positive 0.956
9b. B25017bOc Gordona rubropertinctus Gram-positive 0.973
10. B250-22b Roseobacter algicola c-proteobacteria 0.998



Figure 3.1.
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Screening by reverse genome probing to determine which of the isolates
are the most numerically abundant in the western Sargasso Sea. (A)
Genomic DNA was extracted from isolates, blotted, and hybridized with
total DNA from particles collected in September, 1994 from a depth of
200 m in the western Sargasso Sea. The identity of each spot on the blot is
listed in Table 3.1. (B) A histogram depicting the ratio of the
hybridization signal intensity of each isolate to the overall average of
signal intensity averaged over four time points, and two depths (see
Materials and Methods). The dashed line depicts an arbitrary signal
intensity; isolates which gave hybridization signals above this level were
chosen for further study and are indicated in the inset.
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count. For this reason, we screened the isolates to determine which were the most

abundant at the study site. For this screen, we employed a hybridization protocol based

on reverse sample genome probing (Voordouw, et al., 1991) (Figure 3.1). A dot blot

composed of equivalent amounts of genomic DNA from each isolate was hybridized to

eight separate probes. These probes were 32P-labeled total DNA isolated from particles

collected at two different depths (surface and 250 m) for four different time points (one

for each season). The average hybridization values for the individual isolates were highly

variable, with the weakest value (C5-3) being more than 23 fold lower than the highest

value (B250- 17b). The ten isolates with average hybridization signals greater than two-

fold above the overall average were selected for further study. We were unable to recover

one of these isolates from frozen stocks (B250-13), and another (B250-17b) was later

discovered to be composed of two different cells types, here designated B250-l7bY (for

yellow colony) and B250-17b0 (for orange colony).

3.4.3. Sequence analysis of abundant isolates.

The SSU rRNA from each of the abundant isolates was amplified by the PCR, and

partial nucleotide sequences were obtained. All but one of the isolates were closely

related to previously cultured organisms, with sequence similarities ranging from 0.918 to

0.998 (Table 3.3), suggesting that these were representations of previously described

species that are represented in public databases. However, one of the isolates, B250- 1 5a,

was distantly related any sequenced gene (similarity: 0.856, Table 3.3).
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Isolate B5-6, a member of the Roseobacter dade, was chosen for further sequence

analysis. The Roseobacter dade has been shown by our group and others to be abundant

in both SSU clone libraries and culture libraries from marine systems (Britschgi and

Giovannoni, 1991; Gonzalez & Moran, 1997; Suzuki, et al., 1997). Isolate B5-6 is only

distantly related to previously cultured members of this group (Table 3.3, Figure 3.2). A

nearly complete sequence (ca. 1350 bp) was obtained for two separate SSU rRNA clones

from this isolate, and used to determine the phylogenetic relationship of these sequences

to other sequences in this cluster (Figure 3.2). The two clones from this single isolate

were approximately 1% different. There was no apparent support for associations

between isolate B5-6 and any specific member of the Roseobacter dade, although isolate

B5-6 does clearly associate with this phylogenetic group (90 out of 100 neighbor joining

bootstrap replicates, 76 out of 100 maximum parsimony bootstrap replicates).

3.4.4. Bacterial chromosomal painting and depth profiles of isolate B5-6.

BCP probes labeled with the cyanine dye, Cy3, that were specific for either isolate

B5-6 or E. coli were hybridized to immobilized, formaldehyde-fixed, concentrated cells

collected in a depth profile from the BATS station in September, 1997 and January, 1998

(Figure 3.3 A and B). The E. coli probe was used as a control both for non-specific

hybridization of labeled probe and to count autofluorescent cells. As many as 4.0% of the

cells hybridized specifically to the BCP probe derived from the DNA of isolate B5-6

(Figure 3.3 B). Cell counts of isolate B5-6 in samples collected by inline filtration

followed by resuspension (1.5 ± 0.7%, Figure 3.3 B) were nearly identical to those in
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samples collected by tangential flow filtration (1.3 ± 0.8%, data not shown) from the

same site (BATS surface water) at the same time (September, 1997).

Isolate B-6 showed a distinct depth-specific distribution with a peak at

approximately 80 m in the September samples (Figure 3.3 B). In contrast, cell counts

were not above background, except at 300 m, in the January samples (Figure 3.3 B).

Temperature profiles show a distinct thermocline at approximately 40 m for the

September sampling, implying a stratified water column below that depth (Figure 3.3 C).

A similar thermocline was not observed in the January sample, implying a mixed water

column.

For the September sample, there were a strong positive correlations between the

distribution of isolate B5-6 and two indicators of primary productivity, 02 concentration

and chlorophyll a (Pearson's correlation coefficients: 0.804 and 0.928, respectively; n =

7) (Figure 3.3 B and C). There is also a significant negative correlation with nitrate

(Pearson's correlation coefficient: 0.773) (Figure 3.3 C). The negative correlation with

nitrate is also an indicator of association with primary productivity because nitrate is

depleted by primary producers in the euphotic zone. Additionally, a strong positive

correlation was observed between isolate B5-6 and salinity (Pearson's correlation

coefficient: 0.952, n = 7) (Figure 3.3 C). No strong correlations between isolate B5-6 and

any measured physical or chemical parameter were observed in the January sample.
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Phylogenetic position of two SSU rRNA gene clones from isolate B5-6
within the Roseobacter dade. This unrooted phylogenetic tree was
constructed by the neighbor joining method with the Kimura 2-parameter
model for nucleotide change, as previously described (Rapp&, et al., 1995)
A mask including all non-ambiguously aligned positions for 1053
nucleotides, spanning nearly the full length of the SSU rRNA gene, was
included. Bootstrap values (100 replications) generated by the neighbor
joining method and the Kimura 2-parameter model for nucleotide change
are shown above relevant nodes, and bootstrap values generated by
maximum-parsimony analysis are shown below relevant nodes. Only
bootstrap values above 50 are shown. All sequences used in this analysis
are available from the Genbank or RDP databases. All sequences are from
isolates, except SAR83, which is from a clone library from the western
Sargasso Sea.
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Figure 3.3. Bacterial chromosomal painting in natural samples was used to
demonstrate the depth specific distribution of isolate B 5-6. (A) An
example of a field of cells collected from an environmental sample after
BCP with a probe against isolate B5-6. The left image is a field of cells
collected from 200 m depth in the western Sargasso Sea in September,
1997 stained with the non-specific DNA stain, DAPI. The right image is
the same field hybridized to the BCP probe (labeled with the cyanine dye
Cy3) for isolate B5-6. Note that only the cell on the upper right hand side
of the image was counted in the image processing procedure, as it is the
only spot in the Cy3 image which also corresponds to a DAPI stained cell.
Scale bar = 2 JIm. (B) Percentage of cells in samples collected from the
WSS which hybridize to probe from isolate B5-6. Cells were collected,
concentrated, formaldehyde-fixed, and processed as described in the
Materials and Methods. Bars are 95% confidence intervals determined as
described in Materials and Methods. (C) Depth profiles of some physical
and chemical features measured at the times of cell sample collection.
Features were measured as described in the Materials and Methods.
Nitrate is the sum of nitrate and nitrite concentrations.
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Figure 3.3. (continued)
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3.4.5. Physiological features of isolate B5-6.

Isolate B5-6 is a member of the Roseobacter dade (Figure 3.2), a group of

organisms that have very few descriptive or physiological features in common (Gonzalez

and Moran, 1997). The cultured members of this group are strict aerobes that require

sodium and appear to share sulfur metabolism as a central trait. We examined several

descriptive and physiological features of isolate B5-6 to attempt to establish the

ecological role this organism might play in the western Sargasso Sea (Table 3.4).

Descriptive features examined include colony morphology, cell morphology, cell size,

Gram character, ability to grow anaerobically, and ability to grow at various temperatures.

The general phenotypes of this isolate fall within the broad parameters of non-

photosynthetic members of the Roseobacter dade, i.e. it is a mesophilic, gram-negative,

aerobic heterotroph. However, these features of isolate B5-6 did not aid in formulating

hypotheses addressing the specific ecological role of this isolate in the WSS.

Several isolates that are phylogenetically related to isolate B5-6 are capable of

photoheterotrophic growth, e.g. Roseobacter litoralis and R. denitrfi cans (Shiba, 1991).

For this reason, we tested isolate B5-6 for photoheterotrophic growth, although colonies

and cells were not obviously pigmented. No increase in either growth rate or maximal

cell density was observed in the presence of high levels of light when compared to an

identical sample incubated in the dark (data not shown). The high light level was

sufficient to cause an increase in the growth rate of Rhodobacter sphaeroides, a

photoheterotrophic bacterium used as a positive control (data not shown).
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Feature Resulta

Cell morphology Coccus, sometimes in short chains
Cell size Ca. 0.9 pm diameter
Colony morphology Circular, smooth, convex, off-white, punctate,

regular edges
Gram character Gram negative
Anaerobic growth
Growth at:

4°C
15°C +
25°C ++
37°C +++
45° C

Photoheterotrophic growth
DMSP degradation

aSbO15: No growth or activity (-), slow growth or activity (+), moderate
growth or activity (+ +), fast growth or activity (+ + +)
morphology, cell morphology, cell size, Gram character, ability to grow
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A physiological feature which has been reported in one member of the

Roseobacter dade, strain LFR, is the ability to degrade the algal osmolyte

dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) to dimethyl sulfide (DMS) (Ledyard et al., 1993).

No detectable DMS was generated by isolate B5-6 from DMSP in solution, even after

pre-incubation in the presence of DMSP for 6 hours (to allow induction of DMSP lyase)

followed by incubation for 15 hours in the presence of DMSP [data not shown, (deSouza

and Yoch, 1995)].

Table 3.4. Physiological features of strain B5-6. Experiments were performed as
described in the Materials and Methods.



3.5. DISCUSSION

3.5.1. Ecology, physiology, and phylogeny.

The most significant result reported here is that BCP can be used with samples

from natural systems to determine the abundance and distribution of bacterial species.

The standard hybridization protocol developed in our original manuscript describing this

technique (Lanoil and Giovannoni, 1996) was sufficient to detect cells related to a

bacterial isolate in fixed samples from the western Sargasso Sea (Figure 3.3 A). BCP is a

highly specific method, based on genomic DNA reassociation techniques (Grimont,

1988), which only detects cells that are related to the probe source organism at the genus

level or below (Lanoil and Giovannoni, 1996). The specificity of the method is enhanced

by its binary nature, i.e. a cell is either positive or negative, with no intermediate values.

Therefore, unlike blot-based methods, low levels of cross hybridization will not affect the

results of this in situ approach. Due to this high specificity, we are confident that the

counts reported are specific for organisms at the genus level or closer phylogenetic

relationship to isolate B5-6.

Another significant finding of this study is that a single, culturable, bacterial

isolate can be a significant (as much as 4%, Figure 3.3 B) fraction of the total

bacterioplankton community These data are also supported by SSU rRNA methods, i.e.

at least some members of the Roseobacter dade are culturable, and relatives of this group

can be a significant fraction of the clones in SSU rRNA gene clone libraries made from

aquatic systems (Gonzalez and Moran, 1997). Nonetheless, viable (i.e. culturable) cell
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counts are generally several orders of magnitude lower than total cell counts from the

same system (Giovannoni, et al., 1995). Some authors (Pinhassi, et al., 1997; Rehnstam,

et al., 1993) have explained this discrepancy by hypothesizing that the majority of

bacterioplankton are culturable, but low viable counts are observed due to low plating

efficiency. However, the majority of bacterial SSU rRNA gene clones which are

commonly found in libraries made from aquatic systems have no cultured relatives

(Amann, et al., 1995; Giovannoni, et al., 1995). We propose that many more

bacterioplankton are members of culturable groups than is revealed by viable plate

counts, but that the majority of bacterioplankton groups are not culturable by traditional

methods [e.g. SARi 1 (Field, et al., 1997), SAR2O2 (Gordon and Giovannoni, 1996),

marine archaea (DeLong, 1992)]. This hypothesis is further supported by the observation

that several of the bacteria isolated for this experiment were only distantly related to their

nearest neighbor (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). This result implies that the diversity of culturable

bacterioplankton has not been completely surveyed, as has been previously noted by other

authors (Giovannoni, et al., 1995).

We attempted to correlate the depth specific distribution of isolate B5-6 with

chemical and physical features of the site. Counts of cells that hybridized to the BCP

probe for isolate B5-6 showed a depth specific distribution profile (Figure 3.3 B) that

differed depending upon whether the water column was thermally stratified or mixed

(Figure 3.3 C). When the water column was thermally stratified (September), the depth

distribution of B5-6 specific cell counts was positively correlated with both chlorophyll a

and 02, indicators of primary productivity. Further support for the correlation of B5-6

with primary producers is provided by the negative correlation observed with nitrite, a
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nutrient which is depleted at the surface due to use by primary producers. There was also

a strong correlation seen between isolate B5-6 and salinity on this date. However, we do

not believe this correlation is causative: surface water was diluted due to strong rain, and

therefore a fortuitous set of circumstances led to the resulting correlation. When the

water column was thermally mixed (January), no correlation was observed with any

measured physical or chemical parameter.

The stratified distribution of specific bacterioplankton groups when the water

column is stable, with a decrease in cell numbers and shift in depth distribution in a

mixed water column, has been observed previously with SSU rRNA approaches (Field, et

al., 1997; Giovannoni, et al., 1995; Massana, et al., 1997). It has been hypothesized that

stratified distribution of bacterioplankton groups is due to ecological niche specialization

and that these groups of organisms may have specialized physiology adapted to specific

conditions correlated to depth (Field, et al., 1997). We hypothesize that environmental

conditions favorable for the growth of isolate B5-6 might be disturbed by mixing, and

that this explains the difference in depth distribution of this isolate for the two periods.

Isolate B5-6 was shown to be a member of the Roseobacter dade (Figure 3.2,

Table 3.3). The cultured members of this group are extremely diverse in their physiology.

Some metabolic activities performed by members of this group are photoheterotrophy

through bacteriochlorophyll a (Shiba, 1991), lignin and humic substance degradation

(Gonzalez and Moran, 1997), different forms of sulfur metabolism (Gonzalez et al.,

1997; Holmes etal., 1997; Ledyard, et al., 1993; Sorokin & Lysenko, 1993; Thompson et

al., 1995), and formation of the neurotoxin okadaic acid (Rausch de Traubenberg, 1993).

We examined isolate B5-6 for photoheterotrophy and DMSP (Ledyard & Dacey, 1996)
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degradation, because either might account for the observed correlation with

photosynthetic activity (Figure 3.3 B and C). This organism was not capable of either

metabolic activity under the conditions tested (Table 3.4). Other phenotypic

characteristics testedi.e. growth temperature range, gram-character, ability to grow

anaerobically, and colony morphologymatched that of other, non-photoheterotrophic

members of this cluster (Lafay et al., 1995). The metabolic diversity observed in this

group of bacteria makes it difficult to predict the ecological role of isolate B5-6 and

increases the complexity of determining the central metabolism of this organism.

However, because isolate B5-6 is in culture, further physiological studies can be

conducted which may reveal biogeochemically significant activity by this isolate.

The metabolic diversity observed in the Roseobacter dade is also reflected in the

phylogeny of this group. The phylogenetic analysis based on SSU rRNA gene sequences

presented here (Figure 3.2), as well as those from other groups (Gonzalez and Moran,

1997), shows strong support for this cluster as a distinct group within the a-

proteobacteria. However, associations between gene sequences within the dade are

poorly supported. The mechanism(s) of this lack of bootstrap support are currently

unclear. Isolate B5-6 is no exception to this phylogenetic complexity. It did not associate

significantly with any of the nearly complete sequences available in either the GenBank

or RDP databases even though it is strongly supported as a member of the Roseobacter

dade (Figure 3.2).



3.5.2. Methods.

In addition to the ecological, physiological, and phylogenetic data reported here,

we also developed several useful new tools for the study of culturable bacterioplankton

from aquatic systems. One of these new methods is a protocol for the concentration and

fixation of cells from aquatic ecosystems. This protocol is based on a similar approach

described first by Lee and co-workers (Lee et al., 1993). The basis of this approach is

that cells should release from filters so long as the filters are not allowed to dry prior to

resuspension. Approximately 50-75% of total cell counts were recovered by this

approach (data not shown). One assumption inherent in the use of this protocol is that the

composition of the community prior to concentration is essentially identical to that after

concentration. if there is a phylogenetic bias in this protocol, the numbers reported here

would be either overestimated (if B5-6 cells are easily recovered) or underestimated (if

B5-6 cells are not easily recovered). However, BCP with a sample collected by a

different method, tangential flow filtration (Giovannoni, et al., 1990), provided similar

counts (1.3 ±0.8% of total counts, data not shown) to those collected by the resuspension

method reported in this manuscript (1.5 ± 0.7% of total counts). This result implies that

the collection method is not unduly biased either for or against B5-6.

We described a screening method based on reverse sample genome probing

(Telang et al., 1997; Voordouw, et al., 1991) to determine which of the isolates were

most abundant in the WSS (Figure 3.1). This is a powerful new application of this

technique that allowed us to easily identify the most numerically abundant isolates. J.

Fuhrman and co-workers have reported evidence that reverse genome probing tends to
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overestimate the contribution of individual isolates to the population (Fuhrman et al.,

1994). For this reason, we did not attempt to use this method to determine cell counts in

the WSS for our isolates, but rather to determine which isolates were most abundant and

therefore were the best candidates for further studies.

Bottle experiments in which seawater is confined and nutrients are added are

widely used in oceanography for ecological studies, e.g. carbon utilization (Amon and

Benner, 1996; Ducklow et al., 1986) and nutrient limitation (Kirchman, 1990). It is

intriguing that all of the isolates from the NASW experiment were related to the

commonly isolated marine heterotrophs Vibrio spp. or A. macleodii (Table 3.2). None of

these isolates were numerically abundant at the collection site by the criterion of the

reverse genome probing screening method reported here (Figure 3.1). One implication of

this result is that there is a shift in the bacterial population upon confinement, as has been

reported previously (Ferguson et al., 1984). This result should be viewed as a cautionary

note for investigators working with confined samples, as shifts toward fast growing

species, such as A. haloplanktis or Vibrio, could have a significant effect on the

interpretation of results from these studies.

Another useful new method reported here is an image analysis protocol which

provides a fast and easy method of partially automating the analysis and counting of in

situ hybridizations. The protocol has the advantages of reducing counts of

autofluorescent cells (by subtraction of cells which fluoresce at wavelengths other than

that of the probe) and reducing counts of non-living detritus (by including only those cells

which also stain with DAPI). The protocol can be easily scripted by commercial image

analysis programs. Scripting should reduce error due to variation introduced by the
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researcher, but still maintain the flexibility of the approach through interactive

thresholding and other operator-driven techniques built in to the protocol. We believe

that this image processing approach may be widely useful in the analysis of in situ

hybridizations to environmental samples.

BCP, in combination with the other methods reported here, can be used to

correlate the physiology and distribution of culturable bacterioplankton with physical and

chemical data. Such data can provide insight into the ecology and biogeochemistry of

these significant organisms. These techniques were used here to directly demonstrate

numerical abundance of a culturable bacterioplankton from an oligotrophic marine

system. If these approaches are used in combination with techniques to obtain large

genomic DNA clones from environmental samples [i.e. environmental genomics, (Stein,

et al., 1996)], they could potentially provide similar information about uncultivated

species. This approach is currently under investigation in our laboratory. Provided the

combination of BCP and environmental genomics proves possible, information about the

ecology, physiological potential, and phylogeny of abundant, uncultivated

microorganisms will be within reach.
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4.1. ABSTRACT

The genome size of Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis, a ubiquitous and easily

cultured marine bacterium, was measured as a step towards estimating the genome

complexity of marine bacterioplankton. To determine total genome size, we digested P.

haloplanktis DNA with the restriction endonucleases Not I and Sfi I, separated the

fragments using pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), and summed the sizes of the

fragments. The P. haloplanktis genome was 3512 ± 112 kb by Not I digestion, and 3468

± 54.1 kb by Sfi I digestion. P. haloplanktis is also shown to have a complex genome

structure, composed of two large replicons of approximately 2700 kb and 800 kb. Three

pieces of evidence support this conclusion: 1) two separate bands are always seen in

PFGE of undigested P. haloplanktis DNA, 2) restriction digests of the larger band are

missing a band of -650 kb compared to restriction digests of total genomic DNA, and 3)

a 16S rDNA probe hybridized to the larger replicon, but not to the smaller. To our

knowledge, P. haloplanktis is the first marine bacterium shown to have a complex

genome structure.

4.2. INTRODUCTION

The structure and size of bacterial genomes is becoming increasingly important to

microbial ecologists. This interest in bacterial genomics was stimulated in part by the

cloning of 1 6S rRNA genes from nucleic acids extracted from environmental samples,

which is now used routinely as a method for assessing microbial diversity (Amann, et al.,
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1995). These studies resulted in the recognition that uncultured species are important

components of many natural ecosystems. The first cloning and sequencing of large

genomic DNA fragments from an uncultured species were reported recently (Stein, et al.,

1996). Although the information obtained by random sequencing of this fragment failed

to identify the physiology of the organism, in principle genomic DNA sequencing can be

used to understand the physiology of an uncultured microbe. Such attempts to link

physiologically relevant genes with phylogenetically informative genes, such as 16S

rRNAs, depend on assumptions about the complexity of bacterial populations, the size

distributions of bacterial genomes, and the organization of bacterial chromosomes in

natural systems. Similar considerations apply to genetic measurements of microbial

diversity; Farrelly and colleagues recently emphasized that the sizes and copy numbers of

genomes can greatly affect the frequencies of 1 6S rDNAs in natural populations (Farrelly,

et al., 1995).

The possibility that bacterial genomes might be reconstructed from contiguous,

large DNA fragments cloned from natural populations relies on the assumption that

bacterial genomes are single circular chromosomes. However, with the discovery of two

separate circular chromosomes in Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1 (Suwanto & Kaplan,

1989; Suwanto & Kaplan, 1992), the concept of the single circular chromosome which

contains the entire genome of the prokaryote has been revised. A number of prokaryotes

have complex genome organizations, including multiple chromosomes (Allardet-Servent

et al., 1993; Cheng & Lessie, 1994; Michaux et al., 1993; Suwanto and Kaplan, 1989;

Suwanto and Kaplan, 1992; Zuerner, 1991; Zuerner et at., 1993) and large megaplasmids

(Bancroft et al., 1989; Friedrich et at., 1986; Lopez-Garcia et at., 1993; Mergeay et at.,
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1985; Muro-Pastor et al., 1994; Sobral et al., 1991, Unger et al., 1985). The extent of

such complexity has been largely unexplored, and in particular the genome structure of

marine bacteria has, until now, been uncharacterized.

Marine bacterioplankton have served as a testbed for the development of methods

for studying complex mixtures of nucleic acids derived from environmental samples

(Giovannoni, et al., 1990; Stein, et al., 1996). Significantly in this regard, it has been

suggested that marine bacterioplankton have unusually small genomes (Button et al.,

1993; Robertson & Button, 1989). One approach to addressing this issue is the

measurement of the genome sizes of model cultured marine bacterioplankton. There are

a few species of bacterioplankton that have been cultured and are also commonly found in

rDNA libraries from natural systems (Mullins, et al., 1995). These are, therefore, good

models for examining genome size in predominant bacterioplankton. Our model

organism, Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis (formerly Alteromonas haloplanktis;

(Gauthier et al., 1995), is an obligate aerobic gram-negative rod which is readily isolated

from both coastal and open ocean water columns (Baumann et al., 1984). P. haloplanktis

has also been found in both Atlantic and Pacific Ocean study sites by rDNA analysis,

suggesting that it is a widespread and numerically important species in natural systems

(Mullins, et al., 1995).

Here P. haloplanktis is shown to have a moderate-sized genome, measured by

PFGE to be approximately 3500 kilobase pairs (kb). We also report that P. haloplanktis

has a complex genome structure, composed of two large, chromosome-sized replicons;

the larger approximately 2700 kb and the smaller approximately 800 kb. These results



indicate that it would not be possible to reconstruct the genome of P. haloplanktis by

assembling contiguous large DNA fragments cloned from environmental DNA samples.

4.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.3.1. Strains and growth conditions.

P. haloplanktis was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection

(catalogue #14393). E. coli AB1 157 was a gift from L. Walter Ream (Dept. of

Microbiology, Oregon State University). P. haloplanktis was cultured at 30°C in 100 ml

of 1/2 SWPYGR medium (20 mlJL Hutner's Mineral Base (Atlas, 1993), 0.25 g/L D-

Glucose, 0.25 g/L Difco Peptone, 0.25 g/L Difco Yeast Extract, 0.25 g/L ribose, 0.25

ml/L VA Vitamin Solution (Atlas, 1993), 500 mlIL 0.2 j.tm filter-sterilized seawater).

Cells were grown to a density of approximately 2 x 108 cells/mi and were pelleted by

centrifugation at 5,000 x g for 5 minutes at 4°C.

4.3.2. Lysis and deproteination.

Cells were embedded in agarose plugs as described by Smith and Condemine,

with minor modifications (Smith et al., 1986). Briefly, cells were embedded in 0.7%

InCert Agarose (FMC, Rockland, Maine) or IBI Ultrapure low melting point agarose (ff1,

New Haven, Connecticut). These plugs were treated with a lysis buffer [50 mM NaCi; 10

mM Tris (pH 7.5); 100 mM EDTA (pH 8.0); 0.5% NaSarkosyl (Sigma); 1 mg/mi
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lysozyme (Sigma)], overnight at 37°C. The buffer was then changed to freshly made DB

0.5 [0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0); 1.0% NaSarkosyl (Sigma); 0.5 mg/mI Proteinase K (Sigma)],

and further incubated for 24 hrs at 37°C. Treated plugs were washed for at least 24 hours

with at least 3 buffer changes in 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0). Agarose plugs could be stored in

50 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) at 4°C for up to 6 months with no detectable degradation of the

DNA. Our baseline concentration (called "high concentration") was 2.5 x 1010 cells/mi.

We used various dilutions of this baseline for different applications as described.

4.3.3. Restriction digestion.

Plugs were equilibrated in 1 ml TE for 15 minutes at room temperature, followed

by 2 equilibrations of 15 minutes each in 300 pJ 1 x restriction buffer plus 0.1 mg/mi

acetylated BSA. Forty units of enzyme were added to the buffer and the mix was

incubated overnight at 37°C with gentle agitation. The reaction was stopped by the

addition of 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0) to a final concentration of 50 mM. The plugs were

stored in this solution at 4°C until use, up to one week.

4.3.4. PFGE of DNA.

Pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) was performed in a CHEF-DRII apparatus

(Bio-Rad, Hercules, California) in 0.5 x TBE at 12°C. PFGE protocols are described in

Table 4.1. Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, concatemers of

bacteriophage lambda DNA, and high molecular weight DNA markers (Bio-Rad,
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Hercules, California) were used in various combinations as size markers. Gels were

stained with ethidium bromide (10 jig/mi) and photographed. Photographs were digitized

with a Hewlett-Packard ScanJet llc digital scanner. Sizing of the bands in the digitized

images was performed with the FragmeNT analysis program (Molecular Dynamics,

Sunnydale, California). In all figures, data in an individual panel are derived from a

single gel.

4.3.5. Two-dimensional PFGE.

The first dimension of the two-dimensional PFGE (Cole & Saint Girons, 1994)

was electrophoresis of agarose plugs containing P. haloplanktis total genomic DNA using

protocol A or B (Table 4.1). End lanes were cut away from the rest of the gel, stained

with ethidium bromide (10 j.tg/ml), and photographed with a ruler. The end lanes were

used as templates for excision of unstained bands. Following excision, the unstained

bands were digested with the restriction endonuclease Not I as described above. The

second dimension was electrophoresis of these plugs with PFGE protocol C (Table 4.1)

after restriction digestion.

4.3.6. Southern blotting.

Gels were photographed with a ruler and then blotted by the alkaline transfer

method (Sambrook et al., 1989) onto Zeta Probe membranes (Bio-Rad, Hercules,

California). Blots were baked for 30 minutes at 80°C and then UV-crosslinked with 1200



tAll gels were run at 12°C in a CHEF DR-il system from Bio-Rad.

1All gels were run in 1.0% ff1 Ultrapure Agarose, except for run protocol A,
which was run in 0.85% ff1 Ultrapure Agarose.

4.3.7. Probe synthesis.

Ribosomal DNA probes were made by polymerase chain reaction amplification

(Saiki, et al., 1988) of P. haloplanktis rDNA. DNA was extracted from a single colony

by boiling for 5 minutes in 10 ml of a TAPS buffer [5 mM TAPS (N-tris{hydroxymethyl}

methyl-3-amino-propanesulfonic acid; Sigma), 50mM KC1, 0.1% Tween 20 (Sigma)],
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.tJ in an Ultra-Lum UVC-515 ultraviolet crosslinker (Ultra-Lum, Inc., Carson, California)

to fix the DNA to the membrane.

Table 4.1. PFGE protocols used in this study.

Protocolst Run Time (hr) Voltage (V/cm) Switch Time (sec)

A Step 1 24 1.5 2500

Step 2 24 1.8 1200-600
Step 3 24 2.4 600-300
Step 4 24 3.6 300-90
Step 5 8 4.8 90-5

B Step 1 24 4.8 5-90
Step 2 24 3.6 90-300

C Step 1 24 4.8 90-45

D Step 1 24 4.8 15

E Step 1 16 4.8 15

Step2 8 4.8 9
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which assisted in cell lysis. Small-subunit ribosomal primers for the domain Bacteria

(sensu Woese), 27F (AAGGAGGTGATCCANCCRCA) and 151 8R

(AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG) were used (Giovannoni, 1991). The reaction

conditions were: 0.2 mM dNTP's (Stratagene, La Jolla, California), 0.2 mM each primer,

10% acetamide, 6 mM MgC12, 1 ml TAPS lysis supernatant, lx buffer [50 mM KCI, 10

mM Tris-HCI (pH 9.0 @ 25°C), 0.1% Triton X-100J, and 2.5 units Taq polymerase

(Promega, Madison, Wisconsin) in a final reaction volume of 100 tl. Cycles were 96°C,

1 minute; 55°C, 1.5 minutes; 72°C, 3 minutes; for 35 cycles. All reactions were

performed on an MJ Research PTC-100 thermal cycler (MJ Research, Inc., Watertown,

Massachusetts).

4.3.8. Probe labeling and hybridization.

Probes were radioactively labeled with a random priming DNA labeling kit (USB,

Cleveland, Ohio) by the manufacturer's instructions with [a-32P]dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol;

Dupont, Boston). Blots were pre-hybridized by the membrane manufacturer's

recommendations in a Techne HB-1 hybridization oven (Techne Incorporated, Princeton,

New Jersey). Hybridization was carried out at 65°C overnight with 5-10 x i07 cpm of

probe. Washes were performed by the membrane manufacturer's recommendations (Bio-

Rad, Hercules, California) with a 70°C stringent wash. Hybridization was visualized

with a Molecular Dynamics Phosphor-Imager and ImageQuant software (Molecular

Dynamics, Sunnydale, California).



4.3.9. Analysis of rDNA hybridization and ethidium bromide stain intensity.

A photograph of the ethidium bromide-stained gel, taken prior to blotting and

probing, was digitized with a Hewlett-Packard ScanJet llc digital scanner. Pixel

intensities for the ethidium bromide-stained bands were measured and compared using

NIH Image. A similar procedure was performed for the digitized phosphor-image of the

blot.

4.4. RESULTS

4.4.1. PFGE of intact P. haloplanktis genomic DNA.

We examined the intact genome of P. haloplanktis and compared it to that of E.

coli. For this purpose, we used pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), specifically the

contour-clamped homogenous electric field (CHEF) method. During the optimization of

CHEF protocols, an ancillary band of approximately 800 kb was always observed in

preparations of P. haloplanktis genomic DNA, but never in the preparations of E. coli

genomic DNA. To examine this phenomenon further, we optimized two different run

protocols designed to adequately separate this band from the larger replicon (Figure 4.1 a

& b). The extra band was observed under all conditions examined and during all steps of

the optimization process. No bands smaller than the chromosomal DNA were ever seen

for E. coli genomic DNA.
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The relative ethidium bromide fluorescence intensity for the larger P. haloplanktis

replicon was 14-fold higher than for the smaller replicon - 4.1-fold higher than expected

from the size difference alone, assuming a one-to-one stoichiometry.

4.4.2. Sizing of the P. haloplanktis genome.

P. haloplanktis genomic DNA was digested with the restriction endonucleases Not I

(Figure 4.2 a & b) and Sfi I (Figure 4.2 c & d). Not I digestions yielded sixteen

observable DNA fragments ranging from 24.7 kb to 711 ± 8.7 kb. Sfi I cut the DNA into

20 fragments ranging from 31.0kb to 586 ± 18.1 kb (Table 4.2). No single set of

conditions were able to separate all resulting bands from either digest, so several

protocols designed to separate different DNA size ranges were developed (Table 4.1).

We analyzed 7 gels with a total of 20 lanes containing Not I-digested P. haloplanktis

genomic DNA and 5 gels with a total of 13 lanes containing Sfi I-digested P. haloplanktis

DNA. Although these PFGE protocols were optimized, not every band within the

appropriate size range for a protocol was visible in every lane due to variability in loading

and other inter-experimental changes. Therefore, we averaged all of the sizes obtained

for each band (Table 4.2). Many of the bands were sized with more than one size

standard; each measurement was counted separately in the number of bands analyzed

(Table 4.2). The total genome size was 3512 kb ± 112 kb as determined with Not I, and

3468 kb ± 54.1 kb as determined with Sf1 I.



Figure 4.1.
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Composite figure showing undigested genomic DNA separated by two
different CHEF protocols. Sizes are in kilobase pairs (kb) and refer to the
lanes noted as size standards. Arrowheads indicate fortuitously linearized
genomic elements. The bands closest to the wells are presumably circular
genomic elements. (a) PFGE protocol A (Table 4.1). Arrowheads on the
left refer to lane 2, on the right lane 3. Lanes: 1, S. pombe chromosomal
DNA (size standard); 2, E. co/i AB 1157 (high concentration); 3, P.
haloplanktis (1/5 high concentration); 4, S. cerevisiae chromosomal DNA
(size standard). (b) PFGE protocol B (Table 4.1). Lanes: 1, S. cerevisiae
chromosomal DNA (size standard); 2, P. haloplanktis (1/4 high
concentration).
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Figure 4.2. Composite figure showing the sizing of the P. haloplanktis genome by
digestion with Not I and Sfi I restriction endonucleases. Sizes are in
kilobase pairs (kb) and refer to the lanes noted as size standards. All P.
haloplanktis lanes are 1/15 high concentration. (a) Not I large fragments.
PFGE protocol C (Table 4.1). Lanes: 1, S. cerevisiae chromosomal DNA
(size standard); 2, P. haloplanktis (untreated); 3, P. haloplanktis (Not I
digestion buffer without enzyme); 4, P. haloplanktis (Not I digest); 5,
bacteriophage lambda concatemers (size standard). (b) Not I small
fragments. PFGE protocol D (Table 4.1). Lanes: 1, bacteriophage lambda
concatemers (size standard); 2, P. haloplanktis, (Not I digestion buffer
without enzyme); 3, P. haloplanktis (Not I digestion); 4, High molecular
weight markers (size standard). (c) Sfi I large fragments. PFGE protocol C
(Table 4.1). Lanes: 1, S. cerevisiae chromosomal DNA (size standard); 2,
P. haloplanktis (Sfi I digest); 3, bacteriophage lambda concatemers (size
standard). (d) Sfi I small bands. PFGE protocol E (Table 4.1). Lanes: 1,
S. cerevisiae chromosomal DNA (size standard); 2, P. haloplanktis (Sfi I
digestion buffer without enzyme); 3, P. haloplanktis (Sfi I digest); 4,
bacteriophage lambda concatemers (size standard).
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We analyzed five gels with a total of 20 lanes containing undigested P.

haloplanktis genomic DNA. Although there was high variability in the relative position

of the band corresponding to the larger replicon (measured as 2977.6 ± 789.5 kb), the

smaller replicon gave a size of 800 ± 9.32 kb, although in some cases it appeared smaller

(e.g. Figure 4.1). By inference, the expected size of the larger replicon is approximately

2690 kb. The larger band varied in position relative to the size standards depending upon

run conditions. This is probably because its size is between the largest band on the S.

cerevisiae size standard (2200 kb) and the smallest band on the S. pombe size standard

(3500 kb) and, therefore, minor variations in either of these markers, sample loading, or

other error could lead to large variations in the size estimate for this band.

4.4.3. 16S rDNA hybridization to P. haloplanktis genomic DNA.

To determine whether the ancillary band seen during the PFGE of undigested total

P. haloplanktis genomic DNA harbored rRNA operons, we hybridized an P. haloplanktis

16S rDNA PCR amplicon to a Southern blot of E. coli and P. haloplanktis total genomic

DNA. As expected, there was strong hybridization to the single E. coli chromosomal

DNA band. Visually, there was no hybridization to the smaller P. haloplanktis replicon,

but there was obvious hybridization to the larger one (data not shown).

To determine if the difference in hybridization intensity could simply be a reflection of

the variance in the amount of DNA in the bands, a photograph of the ethidium bromide-

stained gel corresponding to the blot was digitized and the pixel intensity of the two



Table 4.2. Genome size of A. haloplanktis as determined by Not I and Sfi I digestion.

tND = no data

bands was quantified. The larger replicon stained approximately 14-fold more intensely

than the smaller replicon. After hybridization with the 16S rDNA probe, the phosphor-

image of the blot was analyzed. We found that the hybridization to the larger replicon

was a minimum of 40 times and a maximum of 200 times greater than the hybridization

to the smaller replicon, depending upon the value of the background subtraction. The

difference in hybridization intensity was much greater than the difference in ethidium
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Sf1 Not I
Band Size (kb) #Bands Band Size(kb) #Bands

Analyzed Analyzed
A 586± 18.1 12 A 711±8.70 27
B 395 ±9.67 13 B 580±8.55 29
C 345±10.1 17 C 438±6.42 30
D 312± 10.8 19 D 327±6.10 31

E 266±7.61 25 E 277±4.89 31

F 226 ±7.77 23 F 217±7.21 20
G 192±6.25 11 G 171±2.42 14

H 162±4.99 12 H 159± 1.91 13

I 140± 9.96 10 I 130± 1.29 14

J 123±7.47 8 J 119±1.53 13

K 109±2.67 8 K 93.2±1.69 13

L 104±2.66 6 L 73.0± 1.22 13

M 98.3 ± 2.06 7 M 60.8±1.64 5

N 91.7±2.87 6 N 54.7±0.50 4

0 84.0±3.16 6 0 33.5±NDt 1

P 76.3±2.14 7 P 24.7±ND 1

Q 67.2± 1.79 9
R 61.0± 1.79 6
S 42.0±ND 1

T 31±ND 1

Total: 3512± 112 ND Total: 3468±54.1 ND
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bromide staining, implying that the hybridization difference was due to factors other than

the difference in the amount of DNA in the bands. This large difference in hybridization

to the two bands is unlikely to be due to unequal transfer of the two bands during

Southern blotting because, theoretically, the smaller replicon should transfer more

efficiently than the larger. However, hybridization was stronger to the larger band than

the smaller band.

4.4.4. Not I digestion of the larger replicon.

Two-dimensional pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (Cole and Saint Girons, 1994)

was used to further verify that the two bands constituted separate replicons. The first

dimension was undigested P. haloplanktis total genomic DNA (e.g., Figure 4. ib). The

bands constituting the two replicons and a higher molecular weight band often seen just

below the well (JBW) were excised from this gel, digested with Not I, and run in a second

dimension (Figure 4.3). We were unable to obtain enough DNA from the smaller

replicon to see the digested fragments in the second dimension. However, we did

visualize both the JBW digest and the larger replicon digest. The banding pattern for

these digests was identical (Figure 4.3, lanes 4 & 6), demonstrating that these two bands

are different conformers of the larger replicon.

Comparison of the banding pattern of the Not I-digested 2700 kb replicon to Not

I-digested total genomic DNA revealed a band of approximately 650 kb which was

present in the total genomic DNA digest, but was missing from the large-replicon-alone

digest (Figure 4.3, lanes 3, 4, & 6: see arrowhead). This band accounts for approximately



80% of the size of the smaller replicon. Presumably, the other 20% is found in lower

molecular weight bands which we were unable to detect.

2 3 4 5 67
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Figure 4.3. Two-dimensional PFGE of P. haloplanktis DNA. Sizes are in kilobase
pairs (kb) and refer to lanes noted as size standards. First dimension:
PFGE protocol B (Table 4.1). Second dimension: PFGE protocol C
(Table 4.1). Lanes: 1, S. cerevisiae chromosomal DNA (size standard); 2,
P. haloplanktis (Not I digestion buffer minus enzyme, 1/15 high
concentration); 3, P. haloplanktis (Not I digested, 1/15 high
concentration); 4, JBW band (Not I digested, 1/5 high concentration); 5,
2700 kb replicon (Not I digestion buffer minus enzyme, 1/5 high
concentration); 6, 2700 kb replicon (Not I digested, 1/5 high
concentration); 7, bacteriophage lambda concatemers (size standard).
Lane 3 contains a ca. 650 kb band which is not present in lanes 4 and 6
(arrowhead).
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4.5. DISCUSSION

Digestions of P. haloplanktis total genomic DNA with Not I or Sfi I indicated a

genome size of approximately 3500 kb (Figure 4.2, Table 4.2). This genome size was

consistently observed over a large number of repetitions and measurements. Although it

has been suggested that marine bacteria have small genomes (Button, et al., 1993;

Robertson and Button, 1989), the genome size of P. haloplanktis falls near the middle of

the range for bacteria, which range from 600 kb (Mycoplasma genitalium) to 9450 kb

(Myxococcus xanthus) as measured by PFGE (reviewed in (Cole and Saint Girons,

1994)). The most abundant marine bacteria, unlike P. haloplanktis, cannot be cultured by

traditional methods (Giovannoni, et al., 1990), therefore P. haloplanktis may not be

typical of marine bacterioplankton. However, there is evidence that P. haloplanktis has a

ubiquitous distribution in marine systems, and therefore it is one of the best examples of a

marine bacterioplankton species available for study in culture (Mullins, et al., 1995).

Three DNA bands consistently were observed by PFGE of P. haloplanktis

undigested total genomic DNA (Figure 4.1 a and b), whereas two bands were visualized

with E. coli AB1157 (Figure 4.1 a). Only one band was expected for E. coli AB1 157,

since this organism has oniy one chromosome and does not carry any plasmids. The band

seen just below the well (JBW) had an apparent size much greater than the reported size

of the E. coli K-12 chromosome [4700 kb; (Smith et al., 1987)1. Since large circular

DNA migrates only poorly through pulsed-field gels (Chu & Gunderson, 1991;

Gunderson & Chu, 1991), we hypothesized that the JBW bands observed in both E. coli

and P. haloplanktis lanes were circular conformers of the chromosome. This was
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confirmed by two-dimensional PFGE, which demonstrated that the JBW band and the

2700 kb band had identical restriction fragment banding patterns (Figure 4.3, lanes 4 &

6).

The presence of the third band in the P. haloplanktis undigested genomic DNA

implied the presence of a second large replicon. This conclusion was confirmed by

comparisons to Not I digests of P. haloplanktis total genomic DNA, which revealed a

band that was missing in digests of the 2700 kb or JBW bands (Figure 4.3, see

arrowhead). This band accounted for approximately 80% of the size of the smaller

replicon as determined by PFGE of undigested P. haloplanktis DNA. Another piece of

evidence indicating the presence of a second large replicon was 1 6S rDNA hybridization,

which was much stronger for the larger replicon than for the smaller. Although part of

the definition of a chromosome is that it carries essential housekeeping genes (Holloway,

1993), the lack of a gene encoding 16S rRNA does not exclude a chromosomal function

for the smaller P. haloplanktis replicon. Other housekeeping functions may yet be

ascribed to the 800 kb replicon.

The observed 14 fold difference in the ethidium bromide fluorescence of the large

and small replicons was greater than the value of 3.4 predicted from ratio of the estimated

molecular weights. This can be accounted for in three ways: 1) the 2700 kb replicon is

always found in at least a four-fold stoichiometry over the 800 kb replicon; 2) there were

measurement errors due to overlap between the JBW band and the larger replicon; 3)

some cells in the culture lost the 800 kb replicon; or 4) double stranded breaks are more

likely to occur in the larger replicon because of its 3.4-fold greater size. Possibility 4 is

the most likely explanation. The bands we observed are probably linearized versions of
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circular molecules. Assuming that the larger replicon is 3.4 times more likely to have

fortuitous double stranded breaks leads to an estimate of a 1:1.2 stoichiometry between

the two replicons from the ethidium bromide fluorescence data. It also implies a circular

nature for both bands in vivo, which is supported by the observation of different

conformers of the larger P. haloplanktis replicon described above. However, possibility

number 3 cannot be ruled out with the data presented here.

Suzuki and colleagues used PFGE to examine the genome of P. haloplanktis and

several other, closely related organisms (Suzuki et al., 1994). Although they were unable

to size the genomes of P. haloplanktis or P. espejana, they reported the size of the

genomes of P. nigrifaciens (2040 kb), Pseudoalteromonas sp. M-1 (2240 kb), and

Shewanella putrefaciens (2383 kb). The larger replicon of P. haloplanktis (ca. 2700 kb)

is close to the size range of the chromosomes of other Pseudoalteromonas spp. These

data suggest that other organisms of the same genus do not carry the second (800 kb)

genomic element. However, they did not report the banding pattern for undigested total

genomic DNA of these species, therefore it is unknown if these congeners carry a second

large replicon. Unlike Suzuki and colleagues, we encountered no endogenous DNase

activity which lead to random digestion of DNA in P. haloplanktis.

The P. haloplanktis genome organization is complex, consisting of two large,

independent replicons. The nature of these replicons and their function is unknown.

Many prokaryotes carry large genetic elements that code for important metabolic

functions. These have been called megaplasmids because they resemble plasmids in

transfer functions, copy number variability, and lack of essential housekeeping functions

(Holloway, 1993). Recently, however, multiple chromosomes have been described in
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five different bacterial species. The size of the "extra" chromosomes range from 350 kb

in the case of Leptospira interrogans (Zuerner, 1991; Zuerner, et al., 1993) to 2500 kb in

the case of Pseudomonas cepacia 17616 (Cheng and Lessie, 1994) (Table 4.3). A

mathematical model has been proposed which explains the selective advantage of

maintaining the genome in multiple, smaller replicons rather than a single, larger replicon

(Stouthamer & Kooijman, 1993).

The line separating megaplasmids from chromosomes is vague; therefore in this

study we use the term "replicon". One current definition of a chromosome is an

independent genetic element which carries essential housekeeping genes, is consistently

present in all strains of a species, is non-transferable, and is present in a constant

stoichiometric relationship with other chromosomal elements (Holloway, 1993). By

these criteria, neither the smaller replicon nor the larger replicon of P. haloplanktis were

proven to be chromosomes.

Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis is the first marine bacterium shown to have a

complex genome structure consisting of more than one large genetic unit. The relevance

of unusual genome structures such as those seen in this study to the functioning of cells in

nature is not understood. They may have considerable implications in the study of

microbial ecology including measurement of genome sizes, gene copy number estimates,

and determination of metabolic capabilities of bacterioplankton.



Agrobacterium
twnefasciens
C58

Leptospira
interrogans

Pseudomonas
cepacia 17616

5750

4750
to

4950

Rhizobium 6500
meliloti

Haloferax 3840
mediterranei

Anabaena spp. 7110
Strain PCC
7120

Genome Size
Total Individual Replicons (kb)
(kb)

Chromosome(s) Megaplasmid(s)

3960 Chromosome I: none
3046

Chromosome II:
914

Circular
chromosome: 3000

Linear
chromosome: 2100

Chromosome 1:
4400 to 4600

Chromosome 2:
350

7000 Chromosome I:
3400

Chromosome II:
2500

Chromosome III:
900

Alcaligenes ND* Chromosome: ND
eutrophus

Chromosome:
6400

Cryptic Plasmid: 450
Ti Piasmid' 200

none

Notes

Multiple
chromosmes first
discovered and best
studied

Interdomain genetic
transfer

Spirochete, human
and animal
pathogen

Cryptic Plasmid: 170 Bioremediative
organism

pSym-b: 1700
pSym-a: 1400

pHM500: 490
pHM300: 320
pHM100: 130

pHGl: 450
pMOL28: 163
pMOL3O: 238

a Megaplasmid: 410
J3 Megaplasmid: 190
y Megaplasmid: 110

Nodulating
organism

Arc haeon

Bioremediative
organism

Provided first
evidence of genetic
transfer between
cyanobacteria

Reference
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Table 4.3. Examples of prokaryotic organisms which have multiple large replicons
including the sizes of each replicon.

(Suwanto and
Kaplan, 1989;
Suwanto and

Kaplan, 1992)

(Allardet-Servent, et
al., 1993)

(Zuerner, 1991;
Zuerner, et al.,

1993)

(Cheng and Lessie,
1994)

(Sobral,etal., 1991)

(Lopez-Garcia, et
al., 1993)

(Friedrich, et al.,
1986; Mergeay, et

al., 1985)

(Bancroft, et al.,
1989; Muro-Pastor,

et aL, 1994)

tAll prokaryotes with multiple chromosomes reported by date of publication are
presented. Examples of organisms with megaplasmids are also presented.

*ND= not determined

Brucella 3250 Chromosome I: none Human and animal (Michaux, et al.,

melitensis 16M 2100 pathogen 1993)

Chromosome II:
1150

Organism

Rhodobacter
sphaeroides

Chromosome:
3400

Chromosome:
2900
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Bacteria play an important role in many ecological and biogeochemical processes.

However, the role of individual bacterioplankton species in these processes is poorly

understood. The specific functions of bacterial species are unknown because most

bacteria do not grow in nutrient media, and therefore they cannot be studied by traditional

methods. Molecular biology has allowed insight into these questions through rRNA-

based methods. Ribosomal RNA techniques have provided information on phylogenetic

diversity and the distribution of abundant bacterial species in many environments,

including the ocean. However, due to both methodological and inherent constraints,

these methods do not provide insight into the physiology of the dominant organisms in

the ocean. Therefore, although the rRNA approach provides information on the identity

of the dominant bacterial species, it does not provide direct insight into the activities of

these species. The studies reported in this dissertation describe the development,

characterization, and application of genomic DNA-based methods designed to provide

ecological information about abundant bacterioplankton species. These studies are steps

toward a synthesis of methodologies that would allow for the unification of the

autecological and synecological approaches to microbial ecology.
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5.2. SIGNIFICANCE OF BACTERIAL CHROMOSOMAL PAINTING

Bacterial chromosomal painting (Chapters 2 and 3) was intended to provide

ecological information without many of the constraints of rRNA methods. BCP was

capable of detection of individual bacterial cells and differentiation of bacterial species,

regardless of their growth rate (Chapter 2). The application of BCP demonstrated the

utility of this method for the detection and enumeration of an abundant, culturable

bacterial species in the western Sargasso Sea (Chapter 3). In the process of this study,

several other new methods for the study of culturable bacterioplankton were developed

and applied. These studies show that BCP is a powerful method for elucidation of the

ecology of individual bacterioplankton species.

The study reported in Chapter 2 describes the development and optimization of

chromosomal painting methodologies for the detection and identification of bacterial

cells. This is the first report of the application of these techniques to bacteria. There are

three main aspects of BCP that make it a useful alternative to 1 6S rRNA oligonucleotide

in situ hybridization (rRNA FISH). First, BCP is insensitive to the growth rate of the cell

(Table 2.1). rRNA FISH, on the other hand, is highly sensitive to growth rate, which is

one reason given that a large fraction of bacterial cells cannot be detected with universal

probes [discussed in section 1.5.4, (Amann, et al., 1995)J. Second, BCP can differentiate

between bacteria related at the species or sub-species level (Figure 2.2). Ribosomal RNA

techniques work well for relationships at the genus level and above, but does not work

well for differentiation of bacterial species [discussed in section 1.5.4, (Grimont, 1988;

Stackebrandt and Goebel, 1994)11. Third, BCP is less sensitive to perrneabilization issues
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than rRNA FISH. The target in BCP is the chromosome, which is very slow to diffuse

and is resistant to protease digestion. Therefore, extensive permeabilization of the target

cells is not only permissible, but required (Table 2.1). For this reason, any cell type

should be detectable with this approach (Figure 2.1). The target for rRNA FISH is the

ribosome, which can be lost due to diffusion or degradation of the target (Amann, et al.,

1995). Therefore, a delicate balance between permeabilization and fixation is required

with this approach, and must be optimized for each cell type tested. Although rRNA

FISH and BCP were not directly compared, these advantages of BCP establish it as a

powerful alternative method that is not subject to some of the methodological constraints

of rRNA FISH.

The study presented in chapter 3 describes the first application of BCP to natural

systems. Several observations made in this study are significant in the context of this

dissertation. First, BCP can be used to detect and enumerate bacterial cells of a single

species in environmental samples (Figure 3.3 A and B). Therefore, the goal of

developing BCP as a method to obtain ecological information about bacterial species

without regard to growth state was achieved.

The second observation from the study presented in chapter 3 that is significant to

this dissertation is that a culturable bacterioplankton species can be a significant fraction

of the total bacterioplankton community (Figure 3.1, Figure 3.3 B). This observation has

three major implications. First, it lends credence to the idea that some bacterioplankton

species are culturable, but are not seen in viable plate counts due to low plating efficiency

[discussed in section 1.4.3, (Pinhassi, et al., 1997; Rehnstam, et al., 1993)]. Second,

physiology of an organism that is in culture can be studied, and therefore its role in
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carbon flux can be determined. Correlations between the depth distribution of isolate B5-

6 and physical and chemical features of the water column led to hypotheses about the

physiology of this organism. Although these hypotheses were disproved, further studies

of this organism can reveal its specific physiology. Third, it implies that culturable

bacterioplankton have not been fully surveyed (Field et al., 1988). At least some of the

abundant bacterioplankton species are culturable, as is demonstrated in Figure 3.1 and in

Table 3.2. Therefore, model organisms that are directly relevant to ecological and

biogeochemical processes are now available, and studies of the ecology and physiology of

these organisms should be conducted.

The third finding from the study presented in chapter 3 that is significant to this

dissertation was that bottle experiments appear to bias the bacterial population toward

fast growing species (Table 3.2). All isolates from the NASW incubations were most

closely related to Alteromonas macleodii or Vibrio spp., both high growth rate organisms.

A population shift in response to confinement has been reported previously (Ferguson, et

al., 1984). Bottle studies are a common method used for ecological studies, such as

carbon utilization (Amon and Benner, 1996; Ducklow, et al., 1986; Kirchman, 1990). A

shift in the bacterial population could significantly affect the results from bottle studies.

The community shift observed in the bottle experiments is an example of why it is

important to synecological studies that the composition of the bacterial community is

understood [discussed in section 1.3.4].



5.3. SIGNIFICANCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL GENOMICS

Environmental genomics was developed to obtain physiological information

without the requirement of cultivation (Stein, et al., 1996), and perhaps to obtain the

complete genome of an uncultivated organism (Holloway, 1993). An environmental

large insert genomic DNA clone library provided phylogenetic information and could

provide physiological information about abundant bacterioplankton that might not have

been detected with rRNA-based approaches (Appendix). A study designed to help

determine the minimum clone library size to ensure retrieval of the complete genome of

an uncultured organism revealed that a commonly isolated marine bacterium had a

genome size that is comparable to other bacteria that have been examined (Chapter 4). In

addition, this study demonstrated a complex genome structure in a marine bacterium.

The presence of multiple genetic elements precludes the retrieval of a contiguous

chromosome, a necessary precondition for the retrieval of the complete genome of an

uncultured bacterium.

The study presented in chapter 4 describes the sizing of the genome of a

commonly isolate marine bacterium, Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis, and the discovery

that this organism has a complex genome structure composed of two large replicons. The

original goal of this study was to define one of the variables, the genome size of an

average marine bacterium, necessary to calculate the size of an environmental genomic

DNA library necessary to ensure the recovery of a complete genome of an uncultivated

bacterium. The formula that defines this function is:
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where N is the fold redundancy of the library, y is the average genome size for bacteria in

the sample, is the fractional abundance of the organism of interest in the population,

and t is the insert size for the library. For example, if the average genome size is 3500

kb, the average insert size is 40 kb, the organism of interest is 20% of the total

population, and a three-fold redundancy is desired, a clone library consisting of 1312.5

clones must be obtained. Only the 'y variable is currently undefined in this formula.

Information about relative abundance of bacterioplankton species can be obtained through

rRNA-based approaches or BCP, and the average insert size depends upon the cloning

vector chosen. Although it has been suggested that marine bacterioplankton have

unusually small genomes (Button, et al., 1993; Robertson and Button, 1989), few direct

measurements have been made. The size of the P. haloplanktis genome determined in

chapter 4, ca. 3500 kb (2700 kb for the larger genetic element, 800 kb for the smaller), is

close to that of other examined culturable marine bacterioplankton (Suzuki, et al., 1994).

If we assume that the mean size for these isolates is the average genome size for all

marine bacteria, then y is defined. The isolates whose genome sizes have been measured

by PFGE are easily isolated members of the gamma proteobacteria, and therefore may not

be representative of other marine bacteria. However, because the genome size of bacteria

tends to vary by approximately an order of magnitude (Krawiec & Riley, 1990), the y

variable is most likely now defined to within several fold.

The second major observation made in the study reported in chapter 4 was the

presence of two large genetic elements in P. haloplanktis. To my knowledge, this study
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is the first to report a complex genome structure in a marine isolate. The possibility that

bacterial genomes can be reconstructed from contiguous, large DNA fragments cloned

from natural populations depends upon the assumption that bacterial genomes are single

circular chromosomes. This assumption has been found to be invalid with several

bacteria that have been examined, with findings of multiple chromosomes (Allardet-

Servent, et al., 1993; Cheng and Lessie, 1994; Michaux, et al., 1993; Suwanto and

Kaplan, 1989; Suwanto and Kaplan, 1992; Zuerner, 1991), large megaplasmids (Bancroft,

et aL, 1989; Friedrich, et al., 1986; Lopez-Garcia, et al., 1993; Mergeay, et al., 1985;

Muro-Pastor, et al., 1994; Sobral, et al., 1991), and linear chromosomes (Allardet-

Servent, et aL, 1993; Casjens et al., 1995; Hinnebusch & Tilly, 1993; Leblond et al.,

1993; Lin et al., 1993). Therefore, the study reported in chapter 4 should serve as a

caveat that it may not be possible to determine complete physiological potential of an

organism from environmental genomic DNA clone libraries.

The study reported in the Appendix is an example of some of the significant data

that can be obtained with EG methods. This study reports on the recovery of clones from

organisms related to the Planctomycetales. Although no gene sequences were obtained

that provided insight into the metabolism of the organisms that were the sources of the

clones, several interesting points were discovered. First, these clones were abundant in

the clone library. In a library calculated to contain approximately 100 clones that had

SSU rRNA genes, four were related to the Planctomycetales. 1 6S rRNA gene sequences

related to these organisms were not found in a gene clone library made from the same

general region (Suzuki, et al., 1997), and sequences related to the Planctomycetales are

not generally abundant in 16S rDNA clone libraries from marine systems (Giovannoni, et
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al., 1996). This discrepancy between the large insert gene clone library and SSU rRNA

gene clone librarieswhich are generally made by PCR amplification followed by

cloningmay be due to nucleotide sequence mismatches observed for the "universal"

primers that are widely used for PCR amplification of SSU rRNA genes from natural

systems. Therefore, bias in the PCR may have contributed to the underestimation of the

abundance of organisms related to the Planctomycetales in marine systems, although

there is insufficient data to fully support this statement. Second, the cloning of a large

fragment of DNA allowed sequencing of the ends of the SSU rRNA genes for these

organisms. The ends of the gene are usually lost because the primers used for PCR

hybridize slightly internally to the ends of the genes (Giovannoni, 1991). Sequencing of

the ends of the gene increased the amount of phylogenetic information available, and also

revealed the mismatch with a widely used PCR primer, as described above. Therefore,

even when definitive physiological information is not retrieved, EG can be an informative

approach to marine microbial ecology.

5.4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS, OR, HOW DOES THIS ALL FiT TOGETHER?

The research presented in this dissertation suggests that genomic DNA-based

methods, such as BCP and EG, can provide significant insight into the distribution,

ecology, and biogeochemical activity of marine bacterioplankton species. With further

methodological development and application, these approaches in combination have the

potential to allow for the study of the physiological activities of bacteria in situ, an

approach that combines autecological and synecological approaches to microbial ecology.
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Several concepts developed and data presented in this dissertation deserve further

examination. First, further methodological development of BCP and EG, and

combinations of these two approaches deserve high priority. Second, further

characterization of the physiology of isolate B5-6 in the laboratory and its ecology in the

western Sargasso Sea might lead to a more complete understanding of the role of this

abundant organism. Third, nine other isolates from the WSS showed strong hybridization

in the screen for abundance. The ecology and physiology of these isolates should be

pursued. Fourth, the average genome size of marine bacterioplankton should be

examined further with cultured isolates, especially those that have been demonstrated to

be abundant in marine systems. The data, methods, and applications developed in this

dissertation are a step toward a more complete understanding of the role of individual

bacterioplankton species in ecological and biogeochemical activities and provides the

groundwork for further pursuits toward these aims.
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ABSTRACT

A fosmid library with inserts containing approximately 40 kb of marine bacterial

DNA (J. L. Stein, T. L. Marsh, K. Y. Wu, H. Shizuya, and E. F. DeLong, J. Bact.,

178(3):591-9) yielded four clones with Planctomycetales 16S ribosomal RNA genes.

Three of the clones belong to the Pirellula group and one clone belongs to the

Planctomyces group based on phylogenetic and signature nucleotide analyses of full

length 16S rRNA genes. Sequence analysis of the ends of the genes revealed a consistent

mismatch in a widely used bacterial-specific 16S rRNA PCR amplification priming site

(27F), which has also been reported in some thermophiles and spirochetes.

MAIN TEXT

Environmental 16S rRNA clone libraries have been extremely valuable as a

source of information about microbial diversity in natural ecosystems, but suffer from the

drawback that they provide little information about the physiology of unknown

organisms. One method that theoretically can yield more insight into the metabolism and

genetics of uncultured organisms is the construction of fosmid libraries that contain up to

40 kb of environmental DNA in each clone. These clones can be screened for the

presence of 16S rRNA genes, thereby allowing the clones to be phylogenetically

identified by comparison to large 16S rRNA databases. Additionally, the sequencing of

DNA surrounding the 16S rRNA gene can yield clues about the physiology of the

organisms.
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Phylogenetic surveys indicate that the Planctomycetales are common in aquatic

ecosystems (for a review, see (Fuerst, 1995)). Although the habit of attachment to

particles, which is common within this order, suggests a potential role for these

organisms in the formation and dissolution of marine microaggregates (Staley, 1973),

information on their ecology is very limited. We were intrigued to find that genomic

DNA containing Planctomycetales 1 6S rRNA genes was relatively common (4 clones) in

a fosmid library containing on the order of 100 bacterial 16S rRNA genes (estimated from

the size of the clone library, typical bacterial genome sizes, and average numbers of

rRNA genes per genome.)

The Planctomycetales genomic DNA clones we encountered enabled us to

phylogenetically identify the source organism and also to investigate the sequences of the

5' regions of the 1 6S rRNA genes. We discovered a consistent substitution in a site that

is widely used for PCR primers which was present both in our clones and in

Planctomycete and Therinophilic bacterial sequences also obtained by methods other than

PCR.

The fosmid library was constructed from particulates in marine water collected off

the Oregon coast at a depth of 200 m in October, 1992. An initial screen revealed an

archaeal 16S rRNA gene clone (Stein, et al., 1996). To further characterize the library, a

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) screen for Planctomycetales 16S rRNA genes was

conducted using the universal primer 519F (Lane et al., 1985), and a primer designed to

be Planctomycetales-specific (1378R; 5'-ACA AHG CTD AGG AAC A), with the

following reaction components: lx buffer (Promega, Madison, WI), 1.5 mM MgC12, 200

IIM dNTP's, 200 nM each primer, 5% acetamide, and 0.5U Taq in a 20 jil reaction
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volume. Reactions were cycled at 94°C for 30 sec, 50°C for 1 mm, and 72°C for 2 mm

for 35 cycles. Pooled rows and columns from the arrayed library were used as PCR

templates, with positive clones identified at the intersections of positive rows and

columns (Stein, et al., 1996). Four clones designated 5H12, 6013, 6N14, and 7F15 were

identified as potentially containing Planctomycetales 16S rRNA genes.

The fosmid inserts are flanked by NotI restriction enzyme sites, therefore,

digestion of the fosmids with this enzyme followed by gel electrophoresis reveals insert

sizes. Clones 5H12, 6013, 6N14, and 7F15 had insert sizes of 33.8 kb, 36.0 kb, 40.6 kb,

40.3 kb, respectively (data not shown).

To verify that Planctomycetales 16S rRNA genes were present on the fosmids, a

Southern blot experiment was performed. The four fosmids were isolated using the Prep-

A-Gene DNA Purification System (BioRad; Hercules, Calif.) according to manufacturer's

instructions. Purified fosmids were digested with the restriction endonucleases EcoRJ

and Hindffl (New England Biolabs, Beverly, Mass.). Digested DNA was separated in a

0.8% agarose gel. The fosmid DNA was then bound to Zetaprobe (BioRad) nylon

membrane and probed with the 32P end-labeled oligonucleotides 53F (5'-

TTGGCGGCNTGGATTAGG-3'), which is designed to be Planctomycetales-specific, or

1406F (Lane, et al., 1985), which hybridizes to universally conserved 16S rRNA

sequences. The blot was washed at 37°C in 0.2x SSPE-0. 1% SDS and radioactive signals

were detected using a Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, Calif.). Both

probes hybridized to a single restriction fragment in each digested clone, indicating that

each clone contained a near full-length 16S rRNA gene on a single fragment between 1.6

and 3.0 kb in size (Fig. 1).
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The restriction fragments containing 16S rRNA genes from fosmid clones 5H12,

6013, and 6N14 were subcloned into the vector pCRII (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif.). For

cloning, both overhanging ends resulting from restriction digestion were filled in and

each was extended with an overhanging adenosine residue using the PCR reaction mix

with no primers and incubation at 72°C for 2 hours. Transformants containing

Planctomycetales 16S rRNA genes were detected using the PCR assay described above.

The size range for inserts containing 16S rRNA genes was from 1.6 to 2.3 kb.

Subclones from fosmid clone 7F15 were more difficult to obtain, most likely due

to inefficient ligation of the 3.0 kb fragment. Following digestion with EcoRI and

Figure A.1. Southern blot of EcoRI and Hindffl digested fosmids hybridized with 32P
end-labeled Planctomycetales -specific 16S rRNA and universal rRNA
oligonucleotides. Sizes in base pairs are indicated on the left. Lane 1 -
5H12. Lane 2 - 6013. Lane 3 - 6N14. Lane 4 - 7F15.

Hindffl, fragments from 7F 15 were directly ligated into a mixture of pUC 18 vectors

digested with either EcoRI or Hindffl. The ligated fragments were then amplified by PCR

with the primers M13R (5'- CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3') and either 519F or 1378R,
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as described above. The resulting PCR products of 2000 bp and 1800 bp were then

ligated into the vector pCRII. The set of clones obtained by this procedure contained

overlapping 5' and 3' regions of the 16S rRNA gene, and neighboring sequences.

All 16S rRNA genes were bidirectionally sequenced with a fluorescent dideoxy

termination reaction (ABI, Foster City, Calif.), analyzed on an ABI 377 automated DNA

sequencer, and assembled using Staden software (Dear & Staden, 1991). The sequences

have been submitted to GenBank under the following accession numbers: 5H12-

AF029076, 601 3-AF029077, 6N 14-AF029078, and 7F 1 5-AF029079.

As expected, all four clones belonged to the Planctomycetales phylogenetic group

(Fig. 2a). Three of the clones were most closely associated with cultured members of the

genus Pirellula. Within this group, clones 5H12 and 6013 were 99.7% similar to each

other and closely related to environmental 16S rRNA gene clone 1-420 C66, retrieved by

PCR and cloning from particulate samples collected 5.5 miles off the coast of Nice,

France at a depth of 420 m (Christen, 1997). The third clone, 6N14, was closely related

to clone 1-420 C24, from the same library that yielded 1-420 C66. The fourth clone,

7F15, was phylogenetically related to members of the genus Planctomyces and was most

closely related to Planctomyces sp. strain Schlesner 130, isolated from surface water of

Kiel Fjord (Ward et al., 1995) (Fig. 2b).

Several signature nucleotides for Planctomycetales (Liesack, 1992; Woese, 1987)

and, in addition, for the Planctomycetales genera Pirellula and Planctomyces (Fuerst,

1995) have been described. All of the signature nucleotides for the Planctomycetales are

present in the clones described here except for the U at E. coli position 983:1, which is
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Figure A.2. Evolutionary relationships among 16S rRNA genes found in cultured
isolates, environmental clone libraries generated by PCR, and fosmid
clones (bold). Sequences were aligned by eye. Phylogenetic analyses
included all nucleotide positions for which unambiguously determined and
aligned sequence data were available for the strains and clones examined.
Since sequences in public databases are sometimes shorter than the ca.
1550 bases determined for our fosmid clones, phylogenetic analyses
included fewer nucleotide positions. Phylogenetic frameworks were
inferred by neighbor-joining with Kimura 2-parameter genetic distances
(2:1 transition:transversjon ratio), using the PHYLIP v. 3.5c computer
program (J. Felsenstein, University of Washington). Bootstrap
proportions were calculated from 100 resampled datasets using both
neighbor-joining and maximum parsimony algorithms. Bootstrap
proportions are indicated by small numbers, with neighbor-joining
proportions above maximum parsimony proportions below. Scale bars
indicate inferred frequency of substitutions per nucleotide position.
Strains labeled as "Schiesner" are from (Huber et al., 1989). (a) Pirellula-
group phylogeny inferred form 226 nucleotide positions. (b)
Planctomyces-group phylogeny inferred from 321 positions.
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Table A. 1. Comparison of Pirellula and Planctomyces specific 1 6S rRNA signature
nucleotides for Pirellula-like and Planctomyces-like clones.

a Signature nucleotides are taken from (Fuerst, 1995). Bases in a minority of
strains are represented in lowercase letters.

b Based on E. coli numbering system.

deleted in 5H12 and 6013, and a G:C base pair at 784:798 which is replaced byan A:U

base pair in clone 7F 15. Analysis of the Pirellula-Iike clones confirms the presence of all

Pirellula signature nucleotides (Table A. 1). All but two of the signature nucleotides were

confirmed for the Planctomyces-like clone 7F15. However, the nucleotides at positions

948 and 1233 are predicted to base pair across a helix and the substitutions in the 7F 15

clone maintain this base pairing relationship.

Since Planctomycetales as a group have several unusual sequence features of the

16S rRNA gene as compared to the rest of the bacteria, we hypothesized that the 5' and 3'

ends of the molecule commonly used as PCR priming sites might also be the sites of

unusual substitutions. In most analyses of cultured organisms and environmental genes,

unusual substitutions in these regions would be obscured because the general bacterial

primers in common use can anneal to target DNA despite mismatches, and thereby
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Position" Pirellula
Group

Clones 5H12,
6013, and 6N14

Planctomyces
Group

Clone 7F15

114 A A G G
115 G G U U
312 C C A A
313 U U C C
680 A A C C
710 U U G G
948 G G C G

1100 U U GorA A
1233 C C G C
1420 U U G(c) C
1480 G(a) G C(g) G
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produce PCR products in which the primer sequences are substituted for the actual

sequences. In the case of our fosmid clones, however, the natural 5' and 3' ends of the

genes could be examined because the 1 6S rRNA genes were subcloned instead of being

amplified by PCR.

The four Planctomycetales 16S rRNA subclones each exhibited a consistent,

single base substitution within the region corresponding to bacterial primer 27F (E. coli

positions 8-27) (Giovannoni, 1991). In all cases a conserved A residue at position 10 was

replaced by a G residue. However, in none of the four cases was there a compensatory

change in the U residue at position 24, which is thought to interact with the base at

position 10 (Woese et al., 1983). This substitution is also seen in a reverse transcriptase

sequence of Isosphaera pallida (Liesack, 1992) and a genomic clone of Pirellula marina

(Liesack et al., 1992) suggesting that it is a feature common to all Planctomycetales.

Interestingly, this substitution has been reported in organisms related to Thermotoga

(Achenbach-Richter et al., 1992; Davey et al., 1993; Huber, et al., 1989)

Fervidobacterium (Huber et al., 1990), and two spirochetes (Defosse et al., 1995; Paster

et al., 1991), as well. There were no changes for three of the clones in the 3'

hybridization site we commonly use for amplifying bacterial 16S rRNA genes (bacterial

primer 1518R, E. coli positions 1541-15 18 (Giovannoni, 1991); however, all three clones

differ at position 1508 within the 1492R primer (Lane, 1991) that is in common use. In

all three cases, a G residue is substituted for an A residue. The 16S rRNA subclone for

6013 was missing the last 60 nucleotides at the 3' end of the gene and, thus, could not be

included in sequence analysis at either the 1492R or the 151 8R site. The substitutions we
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report can not be verified in database sequences obtained by PCR using primers

homologous to these regions.

Four clones containing Planctomycetales 1 6S rRNA genes were recovered in a

fosmid library made from seawater, suggesting that the Planctomycetales may be an

important group in this environment. These genes exhibited an unusual substitution in a

widely conserved nucleotide region that is commonly used as a target site for the

amplification of bacterial 1 6S rRNA genes in PCR clone libraries. Despite the single

mismatch, a PCR reaction with the 27F/1518R primer pair should amplify

Planctomycetales 16S rRNA genes, although the effect of the mismatch on amplification

efficiency is unknown. PCR amplification using these primers may lead to an

underrepresentation of Planctomycetales and other closely related microorganisms in

these libraries. One advantage of cloning large genomic DNA fragments into fosmid

vectors is that this approach provides access to information about ribosomal RNA genes

missed by other approaches, such as the cloning of genes amplified by PCR. Complete

sequencing and analysis of these fosmids also could yield important information about

the physiology and evolutionary history of Planctomycetales, and the clones themselves

might serve as templates for manufacturing probes for microbial detection.
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